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A PrecisionHigh-SpeedElectronBeam
LithographySystem
Thisvery fast electronbeam syslem is designedfor mask
making or direct writing on wafers in an integrated circuit
p roduction environment.
by John C. Eidson, Wayne C. Haase,and Ronald K. Scudder

HE INITIAL OBIECTIVE of HP's electron beam
project was to build a precision high-speed direct
writing electron beam lithography system that would
be usable in a production environment. Later, a requirement
was added that the system function as a mask maker. The
system architecture and specifications were determined
based on the results of experiments on field emission guns
and numerous calculations and experiments on column
design. The most significant of these results was that it
appeared likely that, using a field emission source, a column could be built that would be capable of delivering a
beam of up to 600 nanoamperes into a 0.S-micrometre spot,
which could be deflected over a 5-mm-square field of view
with minimal distortion.
The decision was made to design a machine with the
highest possible throughput and accuracy, useful for
geometry in the 0.5-to-1-pm range. The high-current beam
would permit a bit-writing rate of at least 300 MHz, which
was felt to be the limit that could be reached by the control
circuitry. This bit rate and the desire for high accuracy and
throughput led to the design of a modified raster-scansystem. In this system, a mechanical X-Y stage is used to move
from one 5 x s-mm field of view to the next. This simplifies
the fiducial mark location needed in a direct writing
machine and keeps the time lost in stage motion to a reasonable fraction of the total exposure time.
The 5xs-mm field of view and O.S-trrmbeam led to the
adoption of an ideal pattern grid of 0.5-g.m spacing or 108
pixels per field of view. The placement accuracy goal for
individual pixels was set at +0.1 pm, which implies a
deflection accuracy of 0.1 ;r,min 5000 pm or roughly f 6 bits.
Since it r.t'asnot deemed possible to design deflection circuitry that could meet both the 300-MHz bit rate and the
1 6-bit accuracy requirements simultaneously, the modified
raster-scan scheme was adopted. The field is divided into
blocks of 1,28x128 pixels. Each block is addressed by a
high-accuracy octopole driven by circuits that can settle in
about 10 p.s.This is a reasonably small fraction of the time
required to expose a block at 300 MHz. Within each block a
raster is scanned using high-speed circuitry driving a quadrupole deflector.
Each 5 x s-mm field of view is composed of e0 xB0 blocks
of pattern data, each with 128 x 128 bits (pixels). During the
exposure of each block this data must be delivered at the
300-MHz bit rate. To handle this data the electron beam
machine has a pattern memory that can store the entire bit
pattern for a 5 x 5-mm field of view and can deliver this data

at the full data rate.
A further complication was introduced by the requirement that the machine also function as a mask maker capable of producing 10x reticle masks. This increases the
number of data bits to about 101o.Since the time required to
Ioad the pattern memory is long compared to the time to
expose a field of view, a rather simple data compression
scheme has been implemented that permits the data for the
entire 10x reticle to be contained in the pattern memory.
To position each block accurately using the octopole,
numerous calculations must be done to determine the voltagesrequired by the octopole plates. The calculations must
be done in real time on a block-by-block basis. Since the
main system computer, an HP 1000, is far too slow for this
task, a special computer called HAL was designed for this
purpose.
The pattern memory, the deflection circuitry, and HAL
are the electronic subsystems that are most specific to the
HP electron beam system because of its field of view and
data rate. The other electronic subsystemsare more conventional, with stability and system compatibility being the
main design constraints.

Pattern Generation and Format
Pattern information for this system is generated on one of
several standard computer-aided artwork (CAA) systems.
This artwork is converted by means of special routines to a
standard format called electron beam external format. This
conversion is accomplished by an off-line computer.
After the data is converted into the electron beam external
format, it is converted by an off-line computer system to one
of the two electron beam internal formats, compressed or
uncompressed, and stored on disc until exposure time. For
10x masks the compressed format is always used. To expose the substratewith this data, the disc is placed on one of
the system disc drives and the data is then transferred to the
pattern memory. From here it is transferred to the beam
blanker in synchronism with the sweep circuits.

System Architecture
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the system. The system consists of an electron column, a target area with a cassette
loading system and an X-Y stage, a computer control system, and a variety of special-purpose electronic equipment
used to drive the beam and control the data.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the HP high-speed electron beam lithography system

The ElectronGolumn
At thetop of thecolumnis theelectrongun,consistingof
a tungsten cathode and an acceleratinganode. The beam
formed by the emitted electrons passesthrough the first
lens and is focused near a knife-edgein the beam blanker
region. In the region of the first lens is a stigmating system
to correctbeam astigmatism(i.e.,to make the beamround),
and an alignment coil to compensatefor column misalignment. Becauseof machining tolerances,column alignment
to the required accuracyis not possible without this electronic control.
Following the first lens is the beam blanker. Here the
beam is focused just to the side of a knife-edge. When a
potential is applied to the blanker, the beam is deflecteda
few micrometresand impinges on the metallic edge.Thus
the electrons are stopped instead of continuing down the
column. Becausethe beam focused near the knife-edge is
only a few micrometresin diameter,a very small deflection
is required to move the entire beam.This meansthat a small
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voltage (aboutthree volts) is adequateto provide the necessary blanking.
After the beam traversesthe blanker, it passesthrough a
second alignment coil and then goes through a double
vacuum valve. This valve allows the column to be split
apartwhile maintaining vacuum both on the gun and on the
lower sectionsof the column. The ability to split the column
in this fashion greatly facilitates installation of new emitters if one should fail. In this way, a standbygun can be kept
ready for rapid transferto the column, so that unnecessary
down time is eliminated.
Following the valves,and immersedin the final lens, are
the final stigmators and alignment coils, which focus the
beam on the target.Here again is a set of alignment deflectors to aid in directing the beam to the target.Following the
final lens is the deflector system. The upper deflector, a
quadrupole deflector, is used to raster-scanthe beam
rapidly over a limited areaof 12Bx12Bpixels. The second
deflectoris an octopole,which has a very uniform field and

Electron Beam Lithography
The use of computershas revolutionized
society.Fromtheir
beginningsin the 1950s,computersbegan to flourishin the
1960s.In the 70s peoplebeganto understandhow to use them,
and in the BOstheiruse is beginningto explode.One of the main
reasonsfor theirwidespreaduse is the {act that theircost for a
g i v e n c a p a b i l i t yh a s b e e n g o i n g d o w n s t e a d i l y .l t h a s n o w
droppedto the pointwherecomputersare economicalfor many
householdand businessapplications.
The cost of computinghas dropped primarilybecausethe
complexityand capabilityof integratedcircuitchips have increasedat a constantratefor lhe pastdecade.Becauseof this
increasedcapability,we see integratedcircuitchips not only in
computers,but alsoin microwaveovens,calculators,
TV games,
typewriters,
and many other products.
A principalreasonfortheincreasein thecapabilityof integrated
chips and the reductionin their cost has been the increased
capabilityof the lithography
machinesusedin theirmanulacture.
Integratedcircuitsare built up on siliconwafersin a seriesol
operations.
Someof theseoperationsinvolveetchingthe surface
of the waferto producea particularpattern,whileothersrequire
introducing
pattern.
certainimpurities
intothe waferin a parttcular
It is lithography
machinesthat allowus to imprintthe patternson
the wafer.Thewaferis lirstcoatedwitha resist,a compoundthat
is sensitiveto lightor to electrons.The lithographysystemthen
exposesthe reslstto lightor electronsrnthe desiredpattern,and
the resistisdeveloped.leavingthe des,redpatternas openrngsin
the resistthroughwhichthe etchingor implantingcan be done.
Duringthe past.10years,thedimensions
of thesepatternshave
beendecreasingat a steadyrate.This has been made possible
by advancedoptrcalalignersin which the lensesnave oeen
improvedfromyearto year,allowingthe userto imprintfinerand
tinergeometries
ontothe siliconwafers.At present,the minimum
geometries
thatareobtainedin productionhavelinesand spaces
as smallas two to threemicrometres,
and in the laboratories
as
smallas one micrometre.
Thef undamental
limito1theselensesis
beingapproached;it appearsto be in the areaof one micrometre
or slightlyless.Anothercriterion,which is becomingmore and
more rmportantas the geometryshrinks,is the accuracywith
whichwe can placethesegeometries
at the desiredlocation.The
bestopticalalignerson the markettodaycan placegeometries
to
an accuracyin the orderof 0.3to 0.4 micrometres.
(Thediameter
of a humanhair is approximately
100 micrometres.)
To continueincreasing
the capabilityof integrated
circuitchips,
designersmust be able to attainliner geometriesand to place
them more accurateiy.Electronbeam systemshave ultimate
limitsin resolution
and in accuracymuchfinerthanthoseof optical
aligners.lt is for these reasonsthat there is great interestin
electronbeam lithographysystems.
Anotherfactorthat is extremelyimportant,particularly
in production,is throughputof wafersperhour.Thisnumbersometimes
is misleadingbecauseof the way that it is defined.Manypeople
tend to usethe numberof wafersa particular
systemcan process

is used to position the beam at the center of a 1 2B x 1 2B-pixel
subfield.
For alignment purposes, it is necessary to scan various
targets mounted on the stage. These targets allow the system to focus the beam, measure deflection sensitivities of
the two deflectors, and get a general view of system accuracy. To detect the beam as it scans these targets, there is a

in an hour.Moremeaningful
is the numberoi f unctionsthatcan be
processedper hour by a givensystem.The bottomline is realiy
the cost per tunctionof an integratedcircuitchip.
Althougha few companieshavedevelopeddirectwritingelec
tronbeamsystems(systemscapableof writinga patterndirectly
on a resist-coated
wafer,usingan electronbeam),the onlyelectron beam systemsthat are commerciallyavailabletoday are
designedfor makingmasksfor integratedcircuitproduction.
An
opticalalignermust be used to projectthe mask imageonto the
wafer.This meansthat most of the finer resolutionand better
accuracyof electronbeam lithographyare ultimatelylost because the limitations
of opticallithographydomrnate.
BesidesopticalIithography,
the onlyothertechnologytharappearsto be competitivewith electronbeam lithographyis x-ray
technology.This technologyrequiresmasks,but becausethe
i l l u m i n a t i ns g
o u r c ei so f m u c hs h o r t ewr a v e l e n g t h a no p t i c a lt ,h e
minimumgeometries
attainablewithx-raysare much finer.X-ray
lithography
has beenin development
for a numberof yearsnow,
but has not reachedproductionstages becauseof two major
problems,the construction
of the masksand the availability
of a
sensitiveresist.At thistime,it is notobviouswhichtechnologywill
eventually
dominate.lf x-raytechnology's
two majorproblemsare
solved,it is likelythatallthreetechnologies
wilibe complementary
and willexistsideby side.To summarize,
the maloradvantages
of
electronbeam lithography
are greaterresolutron,
betterregtstrat i o n a c c u r a c r e sa. n d g r e a t e rl l e x r b r l r itry n a n d l i n gt h e p a t t e r n
data.The majordisadvantageis the high cost of the instrument.
HP System
The HP electronbeam lithographysystemdescribedin this
issue is designedfor direct writingon wafersin a production
envrronment.
lt is much fasterthan any commerciallyavailable
systemand is believedto be muchlasterthanany electronbeam
systemexistingtoday.lts speed is due plmarilyto threethings:
the use of a fieldemitterelectronsource,high-speedelectronic
crrcurtryto processthe data,and the deflectionsystem.
As an exampleof the potentialthroughputof this system,considerHP'srecentlydisclosedmicrocomputer
chip that has on it
approximately
450,000transistors.
Assumethatan opticalaligner
can processabout ten wafersper hour containingsuch chips.
HP'selectronbeam systemcan potentially
producethreettmes
as many transistors
on the same-sizechip, but at perhapsfive
wafersper hour.In functionsper hour,the electronbeamsystem
has a greaterthroughput.
T h e H P s y s t e mh a s t h e a b i l i t yt o p r i n tl i n e sw i t h m i n i m u md i mensionsin the orderof 0.5 to 1 micrometre
and has registration
accuracjesin the ordero{ 0.1 to 0.2 micrometre.
Futuresvstems
will continueto reducethese parameters.
-Frank Ura
Monoqer, Electron lleorn
Reseorch oncJ Devr;lopmenl

system of four detectors in the target area, corresponding to
the * and - X and Y axes of the system. They are made of a
scintillating material that emits light when struck b1,
backscatteredelectrons, a light pipe that routes the light to a
convenient location, and a set of photomultiplier tubes
which convert the weak light into electrical signals.
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The Pallet Handling Mechanism
Substrates, (wafers, masks, or reticles) are processed
semiautomatically in this system. Substrates are loaded
onto a holder called a pallet, normally one substrate to a
pallet, but in the case of small substrates such as S-cm
wafers, possibly more. A pallet is roughly 12 cm on a side.
Pallets are loaded into a cassette.The cassetteis placed in
the load chamber of the pallet loading system and the
chamber is pumped down to vacuum. After a sufficient
level of vacuum is attained, the cassette is lowered through
a valve into the central chamber, and the valve is closed,
freeing the load chamber for the next cassette. Pallets are
now individually loaded from the central chamber onto the
X-Y stage. After exposure, the pallet is retracted and the
next pallet inserted onto the stage. This process continues
until all substrates have been exposed. After all ofthe substrates in a cassette have been exposed, the cassette is lowered through a valve into the unload chamber, where it may
be removed or, as required for some electron-sensitive resists, vacuum-cured. The sequencing of valves' detection of
appropriate vacuum levels, and all of the motions of the
substrates are fully automatic, but the insertion of cassettes
into the load chamber and their removal from the unload
chamber are manual operations.
The X-Y stage is a very precise mechanism controlled by a
laser interferometer and servo system. It is capable of over
13 cm of travel in both X and Y directions, and can move 5
mm and settle to less than 0.1 pm from its destination in
only 250 milliseconds. In normal operation it is driven to a
destination with an accuracy of 0.016 pm, or 160
angstroms! Resolution is 0.008 pm or B0 angstroms. This
extreme precision and a third interferometer axis for
measuring rotation make it possible to stitch together fields
of view to obtain much larger patterns than the 5-mms q u a r es i n g l e f i e l d o f v i e w .

ComputerControl
Overall system coordination is accomplished via a host
computer, in this case an HP 1000. This machine is a 16-bit
computer with extended memory and two input/output extenders. It is used somewhat as a process controller, in that
all of the beam control, deflection control, data handling,
and analog processing are done with special-purpose
hardware designed specifically for the system. The large
number of peripheral controllers required the addition of
the I/O extenders.Attached to the computer is a system disc
for program storage, a magnetic tape for system backup and
program transfer from other machines, several terminals
used to enter operator commands, and four HP 7925 125megabyte discs for pattern data storage. The large capacity
required of the data storage discs stems from the fact that
one of the two data formats used is a direct bit map of a chip.
With 100,000,000 bits required for a single 5-mm field of
view, disc space is used rapidly!
Noise Reduction
In a system that maintains the exceptional accuracy of
this one, great care must be taken to eliminate every possible source of noise. Each electronic subsystem is powered
by its own set of power supplies, and these are driven from
separateisolation transformers. The main power source for
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the entire system is a separate winding on the transformer
supplying the building housing the electron beam system.
Single-point grounding is used, eliminating the possibility
of ground loops. To further reduce any possibility of ground
loops, all digital data and control lines are optically isolated
between all electronic subsystems,including the host computer.
To reduce magnetically induced noise, transformers and
other magnetically active components are not permitted
near the column. Room lights are required to be incandescent bulbs rather than fluorescent fixtures, because fluorescent fixtures have magnetically active ballasts, and the
tubes themselves act as unshielded current carriers. To
further reduce interference from stray fields, the column is
completely surrounded by two layers of mu-metal shielding spun to conform to column geometries. Critical components of the column itself are made of nonmagnetic materials.
Finally, the entire column and loading mechanism are
floated on air bearings to eliminate horizontal components
of floor vibration. Vertical components of vibration are

Proximity Effect Correction
by Processing
Theproximityeffectis the unwantedexposureof resistcausedby
electronsscatteringin the resistlayer and from the substrate
beneaththe layer.This leadsto patternfeaturesdifferentfrom
to the fabricationof highthosedesigned.lt is a majorlimitation
resolution
devicesby meansof electronbeam lithography.
Threemethodshavebeenusedto limitthe proximityeffect.The
the inputdata
mostwidelyused methodinvolvespreprocessing
and modifyingthe dose at exposuretime.Thismethodhas been
used with vector-scanelectron beam systems.l the second
the inputdata;the exposure
methodalsoinvolvespreprocessing
shapesare modifiedby the additionor subtractionof scans to
achievea uniformdose.Thismethodhasbeenappliedto electron
wherethe
beamsystemsthataremodified electronmicroscopes,
smallestpatternsare formedby many beam scans.
ln the HP system,othermethods,whichdo not involvepreprocessingthe inputdata,areusedto limitthe proximityeffect Some
of thesetechniquesinvolvespecralresistprocessing,hencethe
term: proximityeffectcorrectionby processing.Theseprocessing techniquesreduce proximityeffectby minimizingthe effect
electronsand reducingtheirnumber.The proxo{ backscattered
imityeffecthas been investigatedby meansof a computermodel,
and processingmethodsthat can improvethe patternfidelity
harro

hoan

av

nlnrorl

It has been found that significantreductionin the proximity
effect can be achievedby two methods:a "small-beam"approachand multilayerresisttechniques.2
Bothof thesemethods
have been evaluatedon the HP electronbeam lithographysystem. An articledetailingthesestudiesand the resultsis planned
Journal.
for a futureissueof the Hewlett-Packard
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eliminated with a system of pneumatic dampers.

PatternMemorySystem
The pattern memory is a very large semiconductor memory system capable of storing more than 151 million bits,
which is more than enough for a direct bit map of a
10,000x10,000-pixel chip, or over three million rectangle
specifications in compressed format. During exposures the
memory delivers this data at a 300-MHz bit rate. This high
data rate precludes the use of large disc memories for the
pattern memory.
The first stage in the pattern memory is an input section
which accumulates 144 bits, 16 at a time, from the host HP
1000 Computer. These 144 bits consist of two zZ-bit words,
each word containing 64 data bits and eight error correcting
bits. After 144 bits are accumulated on the data input board,
they are transferred through error correction circuitry into
the memory arrays. The memory arrays store the pattern
information until it is time to transfer the data to the beam at
write time. This array section is composed of six modules.
Each module contains eight memory boards, and each
board has eight rows of 2+ chips. The chips are 16K MOS
RAMs. The total capacity of the memory is therefore greater
than 151 megabits including the overhead for check bits. At
exposure time, data is transferred again through error detection and correction circuitry from the memory modules into
one of two areas. If the data is in bit map format, it is
transferred directly into one offour block buffers. The block
buffers hold tz\xtz8 pixels of pattern information, which
is exactly what is required to expose one 64 x 64-micrometre
subfield or block with the raster deflection system. If the
data is in compressed format it is routed through the data
decompressor system and then into the block buffers after
decompression.
The block buffers provide a means of synchronizing the
data as it comes from the memory modules and goes to the
beam blanker. The memory modules operate with a fixed
clock and require refresh. Uncorrectable data errors may
require several retries before data is correctly read. The
beam blanker, on the other hand, may operate at blanking
rates from a few kilohertz to the maximum rate of 300 MHz,
so some type of intermediate storage is required to allow
proper coordination.
From the block buffers the data is again transferred
through error detection and correction circuitry, although
at this time the decompressed data cannot be corrected
because of the transformation process. The data is transmitted to the shifter system, which is a high-speed parallel-toserial converter.
Dumping of the data from block buffers to the shifter is
mediated by a control system which synchronizes the shifter, requests to dump from HAL (the high-speed processor),
and the block buffers. It also can provide for block skipping
or filling in the event of blank or completely filled blocks,
thereby saving space in the memory modules. Line skipping may also be provided in the bit map format to save
writing time. The overall control of the pattern memory
system is accomplished via a programmable processor. All
of the timing and control is implemented in ECL to obtain
accurate tirning and because the ECL logic families generate
very low noise, an important consideration in this system.
The pattern memory system's internal states and registers

can be read, modified, or set from the host computer to
facilitate troubleshooting and system debugging. Excellent
support software allows very flexible troubleshooting
operations.

ShifterSystem
The shiftersystemis a parallel-to-serial
converterthat
receives 128 bits of data from the pattern memory and shifts
it out at rates of up to 300 MHz to the beam blanker
amplifier. Because of the extremely high transfer rates,
shifter control is not implemented with combinatorial
logic. Instead, the control signals are themselves generated
from high-speed shift registers.Four signals are required to
control the data shifter and synchronize data transfers. One
signal controls the state of the main data shifter, forcing it
either to load data or shift the data. The second signal a
ramp reset signal, which is used to start the ramp in the
raster generator or reset the ramp at the end of a scan. The
third signal provides pulses that load data from the pattern
memory into a temporary register, prior to the transfer of the
data into the main data shifter. The fourth and last shifter
generates a pulse that controls the state of all of the control
Data/Control
from HP 1000

from HP 1000
o Octopole/Quadrupole/
Operator Console

C-Bus
Flags to Pattern
, Fiducial Mark System,

HP 1000,etc.
A-Bus
B-Bus
ControlBus
Fig. 2. HAL, the high-speedprocessor that calculatesvoltages for the octopole deflection p/afes, ls implemented with
approximately 1000 ECL circuits.
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shifters,including itself. The two possiblestatesare 1)load
datafrom a registerassociatedwith eachindividual shifter,
and 2) shift the data.The waveformsneededto provide the
control are stored in a set of four registers,each register
feeding one of the four control shifters.This data is loaded
into the shifters and then shifted out' The data is then
reloaded and shifted again. The process repeats indefinitely. Although this system is expensive in IC count, it
provides accuratecontrol signals at 300 MHz.
HAL System
The main HP 1000 systemcomputer is far too slow to do
the numerous calculationsrequired to determine the voltagesto be placed on the octopole plates during exposure,
since these calculations must be done in real time on a
block-by-block basis. These calculations are done by the
HAL system,a special-purposehigh-speedprocessorimplemented with emitter-coupled logic (ECL). It is microprogrammed,and can executea program of 512 steps' The
microcode is generated using an assembler and is
downloadedfrom the host computer.This allows flexibility
in controlling the beam deflection protocol, since changes
are quite easyto make.In addition to the microcodestorage
registersthere are 1,2832-bfi data registersfor arithmetic
operations.
HAL is built around severalbuses,the first of which is the
opcode bus (see Fig. 2). When the microcode memory
places an opcode on this bus, the microcode is received at
the inputs of all of the printed circuit boardsthat make up
HAL. Each printed circuit board is designedto executeone
or more instructions. When a board recognizesone of the
opcodes it is capable of executing, it does so and then
signals the control system that it is finished. The control
circuit then fetchesthe next instruction' This architecture
allows considerable flexibility in modifying or inserting

new instructions.To add a new instruction, one needsonly
to implement it on a board and insert it into the system.The
control systemand timing do not haveto be modified, since
any board can take as long as necessaryto complete an
instruction.
The presentinstruction set consistsof add, subtract,multiply, a wide variety of logical operationsand format conversions, and a flexible collection of special handshakes
and flags. These flags are used to signal other units in the
system,for exampleto tell pattern memory to dump a block
of data or to start the fiducial mark system so that it can
collect data. Some flags can be used to generatepulses of
selectedwidth, and others are used to signal HAL to start
execution of special subroutines. Other flags are used to
coordinate data transfersto the HP 1000 host computer.
Quadrupole Electronics
The quadrupole electronicsgenerateraster-scanvoltage
waveforms for driving the quadrupole deflection plates,
which electrostatically deflect the electron beam. The
quadrupole electronics also provide for magnifying and
rotating the raster.The deflection waveformscan be generated over a five-decaderange in operating frequency.
The quadrupole electronicsconsist of two independent
ramp and step generators.Eachgeneratoris responsiblefor
the waveforms for one pair of quadrupole plates.
The ramp and step generator(seeblock diagram, Fig. 3)
generatesoutput voltagesthat are sums of ramps and steps.
The ramp portion of the waveform is formed by an integrator composedof Rt, C1, A1, and Qt. The slope of the
ramp is controlled by the output voltage of a digital-toanalog converter (DAC). The ramp is resetby FET Q1. The
stepportion of the waveform is generatedby two DACs,one
to control the step size,and the second,a multiplying DAC
or MDAC, to control the number of steps.The ramp and step
Ramp Trigger

=
Scale

Integrator
(Ramp Generator)

s-u-ting
Amplifier

Line
Number

"-"",-JD*Step
Size
Line
Number

Fig. 3, Ihe driver for the quadrupole deflector generates rasler-scan voltages to deflect the
electron beam. lt consisls of two of these ramp and step generators.
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two decades. The outputs of the various amplifiers are then
selected by multiplexers for final presentation to the deflection plates. The final waveforms generated by the quadrupole electronics are linear within better than 0.1% over
the four-volt deflection range sufficient for a 64x64-g.m
block scan. The raster-scan signals are compatible with the
3-kHz-to-300-MHz 0.5-pm-step data rate.

Fig.4, Voltagesfor theoctopoledeflectionplatesarc gener'
combinations'
ated by eightof theseamplifier-DAC
portions are added together by summing amplifier 42. A
third input to A2 adds an offsetsignal, which has two main
purposes:to make the centerof the rasterscanequal to zero
on eachplate,and to accommodateoffsetvoltagesin A1 and
eliminate any nonlinear portion of the ramp signal. The
output of Az is usedto drive one of the deflection platesand
is inverted by A3 to drive the opposing plate. One extra
input to the integratoris included to modify the ramp slope
through R2 in caseany interaction occursbetweenthe ramp
and step signals either in the electronicsor in the electron
optics.
To accommodatethe wide range in operatingfrequency,
three separateintegrator, summing amplifier, and inverter
sectionsare used, each optimized for operationover one or

Octopole Amplifier and DAC
The voltages required by the octopole deflectors are generated by eight amplifier-DAC combinations. One channel
is shown in Fig. 4. To deflect the electron beam over a
s-mmxs-mm field, a +8O-volt capability for each deflection plate is required. Since the electron beam system's
accuracy and speed are directly affected by the octopole's
accuracy and speed, maximizing these parameters is essential. Accuracy is obtained by using DACs with the highest
accuracy available. The best commercial units achieve
16-bit long-term stability and L7 or 1B bits short-term. The
settling time for these DACs is typically 7-B microseconds.
To convert the DAC current of 0-z mA to the l8O-volt
signal required by the deflection plates, a high-voltage
amplifier with an B0-kO feedback resistor (Rp) is used. Placed
between the amplifier and the DAC is a cascode circuit
formed by Q1 and ,\1. The purpose of this cascode is to
increase the impedance seen by the high-voltage amplifier
A2. If the cascode were not used, ,A'2would be affected by
the 3.3-kO output impedance of the DAC (Rlnc).This would
result in an increase in noise seen at the output by a factor of
Rp/Rp46:25 and an increase in the settling time of the
signal by the same factor. With the cascode, the noise gain
of A2 becomes unity, reducing both the noise and the settling time. The cascode section has its own noise effect and
setting time. However, the detrimental effect on the output

Servo Electronlcs

Optical Link

lnterferometer
Electronlcs

Fig,5. Block diagram of one axis
of the two-axis control systemthat
drives the X-Y stage that carries
the substrates to be exposed. The
stage is positioned with an accuracy of 0.016 gn.
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is considerably less than without the cascode. The overall
performance (accuracy and settling times) of the cascoded
amplifier circuit is determined by the DAC rather than the
cascode or the high-voltage amplifier.
Blanker System
The blanker system provides the high-speed intensity
modulation of the electron beam necessary to write patterns
as the beam is moved across the wafer or mask in a rasterscan fashion. The blanking system is composed of three
main parts: the blanker amplifier, the interconnect stripline, and the blanker deflection plates. The blanking is
accomplished by deflecting the beam into a knife-edge. The
deflection center is placed at a focal point of the final lens so
that, ideally, no motion occurs at the target as a result of the
blanker deflection.
The blanker amplifier is a high-speed driver that converts
the ECL input signals to complementary three-volt levels
suitable for driving the deflection plates. The amplifier
operates from dc to 300 MHz with rise times of approximately 1 ns and provides complementary outputs.
The stripline is fabricated on a TeflonTM board which is
divided into two sections. A specially fabricated connector maintains the high-frequency integrity of the stripline while providing the capability to remove the blanker
amplifier without unsoldering any component. Two
vacuum feedthroughs, also stripline, interconnect the
TeflonTM board and the deflection plates.

reference voltage of appropriate amplitude and polarity is
compared to the tach voltage and the difference is integrated by the loop filter to drive the motor at constant
angular velocity. Similarly, in position control mode, the
DAC output and the tach signal are summed and integrated
by the loop filter to drive the stage position to a zero-error
condition. In position control mode the system settles to
less than 0.1pm error from a S-mm step in less than 250 ms
and the final position error is less than 0.016 r^rm.
Lens Drivers and Control
The main function of the lens driver and control subsystem is to provide a focusing system for the electron beam.
The main constraints are stability and ease of use.
The essential features ofthis subsystem are shown in Fig.
6. There are two parts, a control section in the main system racks near the operator, and a driver section near the
column.
The control section (lens driver control) is the interface
between the HP 1000, the operator, and the lens drivers. The
control section permits operation in two modes: 1) under
supervision of the HP 1000 and 2J as a stand-alone device.
The latter mode was necessary since the lens system is also
used on column and gun test stations, which are physically
separate from the electron beam machine. In normal operaH P 1 3 2 1 AD i s p l a y

HP 1000

+

+

I,

Stage Control System
The motion of the electron beam system's X-Y stage is
controlled by the two-axis stage control system, one axis of
which is shown in Fig 5. The X-Y position of the stage is
monitored by a two-axis laser interferometer. A third interferometer channel is used to monitor the rotation of the
stage. The interferometer electronics, consisting of an
arithmetic/logic unit (ALU), fringe counter, and control
logic, processes the interferometer signals to obtain outputs
of position and position error. The interferometer electronics, similar to the HP 5501,A.,
achieves 0.008-pm resolution and is able to track stage motion up to 10 centimetres
per second.
The servo electronics receives the ZB-bit position error
signal from the interferometer electronics and drives the
motors that move .he stage. The position error signal is
truncated to 14 bits plus sign by a digital limiter and displayed on the front panel. The truncated error signal is
converted to an analog voltage by a specially designed
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) which achieves precise
voltages near zero without resorting to expensive, highaccuracy DACs.
Under control of the host computer, the servo electronics
operates in the following modes:
: Slew at constant velocity in positive directron
. Slew at constant velocity in negative direction
r Brake (zero motor armature voltage)
r Coast (zero motor armature current)
r Position control.
Depending on the mode, the control logic section of the
servo electronics selects appropriate input and feedback
signals for the loop filter. For example, in slew mode, a
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416
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To Other
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Reference
Circuits
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Fig, 6. The lens driver and control subsystemprovides a
focusing system for the electron beam.

tion the control section is under the supervision of the HP
1000. The HP 1000 can transmit or receive data from the
lens driver control and can force the lens driver CPU to
executeeither resident programsor programsdownloaded
from the HP 1000.
There arethree residentprogramsin the BK bytes of ROM
with the lens driver CPU(aZB0microprocessor).
associated
The main program allows the operator to change and
monitor the settings of any of the lenses via pushbutton
control from the front panel. The secondmode provides an
additional capability of sweeping any pair of lenses in a
rasterfashion and providing synchronoussweepsfor driving a display scope.Thesetwo modespermit the operatorto
focus the column. The third mode is a test mode that allows
the operatorto checkthe analogoutputs of the lens drivers.
The lens driver section has a data and control section,a
monitor section, and 13 driver/referencesections. In the
data and control section,the data is received from the lens
driver control and is optically isolated to prevent system
ground loops. The data is then distributed to the appropriate referenceboard on a 16-bit three-statebus.This bus is
controlled by the control and timing circuit, which can
direct the distribution of data or can send to the lens driver
control the ADC (analog-to-digitalconverter) output, the
contentsof any of the latches,or statusinformation from the
control and timing circuit.
The ADC sectionis used to monitor the analog outputs of
the various lens drivers and lens driver power supplies. A
12-bitADC is usedand the input is selectedasdirectedfrom
the lens driver control.
Eachdriver/referencesectionhasa latch to hold the 16-bit
dataword receivedfrom the lens driver control. The output
of this latch drives a 16-bitDAC which generatesa reference
voltage proportional to the desired lens output. The DAC
H P 1 O O OH A L

and all of the analogcomponentswere selectedwith stability as the overriding constraint. The drivers are current
sourcesdriven by the DAC outputs. There areseveraldifferent types of drivers to match the various types of lenses.
They vary from unipolar drivers with outputs of several
amperesat up to 40 volts to bipolar drivers supplying only a
few hundred milliamperes into a lens with only a few turns.
Loader Electronics
This subsystemis designedto control both the mechanical system that loads the substratesinto the machine and
the associatedvacuum equipment. The main element of
this subsystemis the HP 2240 Measurementand Control
Processorwhich provides the main interface to the HP
1000.This subsystemis characterizedby the large number
and many types of sensorsand control devicesto be interfaced, which run the gamut from encoderwheels and LED
sensorsto step motors and valves.
Fiducial Mark Electronics
This subsystemis designedto acquire signals from fiducial marks on the substratesand transmit these signals
either to the system operator console in analog form or to
the HP 1000 in digital form.
A block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The interfaceto the
HP 1000 is provided by the IiO section.The control section
provides the necessarycontrol and timing signals for the
other sections.This section is active in the nulling of the
preamplifiersand the integratorunder the control of the HP
1000, the selectionof the signal to be acquired,and in
conjunction with the control link to HAL, the acquisition of
fiducial mark data.
The preamplifiers take a low-level (<1 pAJ signal either
from a photomultiplier tube viewing a scintillator excited
by backscatteredelectronsfrom the targetor from a Faraday
cup or other current-collecting electrode within the column. Each preamplifier has a 12-bit DAC that can zero the
output of the preamp under control of the HP f OOO.
The outputs of the preamps are sent to a conditioner
section,where they are summed or differencedwith proviHP 1000

Faraday Cup

Fig.7. The fiducial mark system conditions signals from
photomultiplier tubes or a Faraday cup within the column. The
systemcompulers use the conditioned signals to detect fiducial marks on the substrates so that the substrates can be
precisely located.

Fig. 8, Ihe heighl sensorsystem measuresthe height of the
substrate within a few tenths of a micrometre.
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sion (via another DAC) for nulling the result. At this point a
selection is made among the individual preamp outputs,
the sum, the difference, or ground. The selected signal is
sent to the integrator and the buffer.
The buffer converts the single-ended analog signal into a
differential signal and transmits it to the operator console,
where it is received with a high-input-impedance differential amplifier. This is to provide ground loop isolation. This
analog signal is used by the system display in the scanning
electron microscope mode.
The integrator provides the ability to average the input
signals from the detectors over a period of time and adjust
the amplitude to match the dynamic range of the sampleand-hold circuit and tz-bit analog-to-digital converter that
follow. The integration capacitor can be selected by the HP
1000 to provide ranging over a factor of eOO.A DAC is used
to null the output of the integrator. The integrator time
constant is set by a crystal-controlled clock section and can
be varied from about 1 to 3000 g.s.
Height Sensors
The height sensor system (Fig. B) measures the height of
the substrate relative to a plane determined when the
machine is calibrated. The height must be known to an
accuracy of a few tenths of a micrometre to meet the system
specifications.
The sensor is a capacitive type. A probe consisting of a
center portion and a guard ring is positioned above the
substrate. These elements are excited at 1 MHz and the
capacitance to the substrate is measured. The drive circuit
supplies the 1-MHz signals to the probe and a dc error
signal to the loop amplifier. When the loop is balanced so
that the charge on the probe is constant, a dc signal proportional to the applied RF voltage and therefore the height h is
sent to the data conversion section. The oscillator can be
gated on or off by the control section so that during exposures there are no RF voltages on the probes to cause interference with the electron beam.
Four of these sensors are mounted around the beam axis.
Thus not only height but also substrate tilt can be measured.
The height sensor system is capable of measuring height
variations up to 0.1 mm to an accuracy of better than 0.25
pm when properly calibrated.

Gun Supply
The gun supply powers the field emission electron gun
that supplies the electron beam. The beam accelerating
voltage is provided by a very well regulated, stable 20-kV
supply. A small dc voltage to heat the filament and up to 4
kV for the first anode (Schottky shield) are provided by
separate supplies which are floated at anode potential.
Monitor circuits are provided to measure the relevant currents and voltages and transmit them to the HP 1000. Considerable effort was necessary in designing this system to
reduce leakage currents and to protect the system from
damage by arcs.

OperatorConsole
The operator console is the interface between the
operator and the system when it is run as a scanning electron microscope. Inside the console are IiO, control and
front-panel sections that monitor front-panel buttons and
MAY1981
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SAWR Device Fabrication
of the HPelectronbeamlithography
Oneof thefirstapplications
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wave resonatordevices(SAWRs).
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futureissueof the Hewlett-Packard
Journal.
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set displays.
The operator console also generates the analog signals
sent to the system display. The signals are derived from
signals received from other parts of the system. All incoming signals are either optically isolated or isolated by highinput-impedance buffers to break up system ground loops.
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A Precision,High-Current,High-Speed
ElectronBeam LithographyGolumn
by John Kelly,TimothyR. Grovesand Huei Pei Kuo
HE ELECTRON BEAM COLUMN used in the HP
electron beam lithography system was developed
and constructed to meet the requirements for an
accurate, high-speed, direct-r,rtite production system. The
requirements for this system called for a beam current of
600 nA to be focused into a 0.S-pm-diameter spot. This is
sufficient current density (306A/cmr) to expose electronsensitive resist with a sensitivity of '1.l.tClcmzat the system's
full data rate of 300 MHz. This in itself is not difficult to
achieve, but taken together with the need to deflect the
beam at high speed over a substantial area, the problem
becomes much tougher.
The column, illustrated in Fig. L, is a short two-lens
system which uses a field-emission cathode. This cathode
is a very small, bright source of electrons, which enables the
required current to be focused into a small spot and at the
same time permits large deflections of the electron beam.
Both lenses are magnetic. The gun lens produces a magnified crossover, which is used for beam blanking purposes
(beam switching). The second or final lens transfers the
blanker crossover to the target plane with a working distance of 20.5 cm. The overall magnification of the system is

1.9x. Beam blanking is done by an electrostatic deflector.
The wide-angle, high-accuracy deflector is located just
below the final lens and requires B0 volts to deflect the beam
to the corner of the 5-mrn-square deflector field. The highspeed deflector is positioned inside the final lens and needs
only 2.5 volts to deflect the beam to the extremes of the
64-g,m-square raster-scan field. Between the high-accuracy
deflector and the target is the detector system for locating
fiducial marks. This system detects backscattered electrons and consists of four independent scintillator, lightpipe and photomultiplier assemblies.
Alignment of the column is achieved by using three sets
of magnetic deflection coils in coniunction with the movable first lens. The electron gun itself is entirely prealigned.
Dynamic corrections for astigmatism, beam focus, and
position are applied to the column during operation. Astigmatism and beam position are corrected by signals
applied to the wide-angle deflector. Beam focus is adjusted
by means of a small dynamic focus coil buried in the middle
of the final lens.

Gun
Lens I
Stigmator 1
A l i g n m e n tC o i l 1
A l i g n m e n tC o i l 2
Stigmalor 2
A l i g n m e n tC o i l 3
Dynamic Focus Coil
High-SpeedDeflector
High-Accuracy Detlector

Magnetic Shield
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Fig. 1. Column design for the HP
electron beam lithography system
uses lwo magnetic /enses, e/ectrostallc beam blanking, and a
field-emission cathode, The electron gun assembly can be removed from the systemfor servicing without exposing the lower deflectionsystemto theatmosphere.

Design Decisions
The cathode was a key element in the decision to make a
column of this type. Assuming that a reliable field emission
cathode was available, it appeared possible to make a magnifying column with a large post-lens throw (-20 cm), and
obtain a fairly large, essentially aberration-free deflection
field. Traditionally, field emission cathodes have had many
problems that have greatly discouraged their use in practical systems. However, high brightness (>107A/cm2/sr) is
available along with a small source size (<35 nm).
Field emission has also been rejected traditionally as a
source for all except the smallest spot sizes.l Apart from
other practical reasons, the problem was that the specific
emission of most field-emission cathodes was relatively
low. Most focusing systems are severely limited by spherical aberration, necessitating the use of only a narrow cone of
electrons. While this is compatible with obtaining good
deflection properties, it implies a limit to the amount of
current that can be accepted from the gun and cathode'
The zirconiated thermal field-emission cathode2now offers high specific emission (-2-4 mA/sr), good stability, low
noise and Iong life. High specific emission is achieved
because a large part of the emission is concentrated into a
single forward lobe. This emitter has been extensively discussed bv Swanson.''"
There is no particular difficulty in obtaining an
adequately small undeflected beam size. Commercial scanning electron microscopes have a spot size that is at least an
order of magnitude smaller than that needed for presentday electron beam lithography. The problem is to achieve
the required current and scan field simultaneously' Most, if
not all, electron microscopes are limited by spherical aberration and diffraction. The current is typically limited by
the cathode performance. The relative performance of various cathodes is illustrated in Table I, which gives comparative current densities into a 0.5pm diameter spot at a given
beam half-angle of 2.5 mr.
Since the field emission source is capable of producing
such high current densities, one finds that the design considerations are no Ionger the traditional ones. Early experience with columns of this type showed a steady increase in
spot size with current. Space-charge effects in high-density
Theoretical Electron Beam Column Performance
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BeamCurrent(nA)
Fig, 2. Theoretical plot of electron beam diameter versus
currentfor the column used in the HP svstem.

Table I
Cathode
Type

Brightness Beamcurrent Current D,ensity
(nA) into
(A/cm2)
(A/cm2/sr)
0.5pm at 2.5 mr

104
Thermionic (oxidel
10s
Short-life tungsten
106
LaBe
Zirconiated tungsten
1.5x107
TF field emitters

0.30
3.9
39

o.2
2.O
20

580

300

beams are well known, but simple calculations using the
traditional theories show very small effects. Nor did the
so-called Boersch effects appear to offer a satisfactory explanation of the experimental data, since the measured
energy spread in the beam was always less than 1 eV. It was
recognized that the motion of the electrons through the
column is a stochastic process and was amenable to simulation on a computer.o
The resulting Monte Carlo calculations gave spot sizes
that were found to be many times larger than that predicted
by the traditional space-charge-cloud theory. From these
calculations it is clear that each electron acts on its
neighbors and causes small angular deflections, whjch
build up along the length of the column. This form of beam
spreading or broadening occurs when the electrons are still
sufficiently separated in space so that there is really no
space-chargecloud at all. The electrons in our column at a
beam current of 600 nA are in fact quite well separated
along the beam axis; 25 pm is a typical spacing.
This beam-broadening theory has been well tested experimentally, and now forms the basis for the column design. In addition to the broadening, the usual beam aberrations and effects must be considered. This makes four maior
contributions to the undeflected spot size:
r Beam broadening
r Magnification of the source
r Spherical aberration
r Chromatic aberration.
The list does not include diffraction, which is unimportant for the relatively large spot size needed in electron
beam lithography.
Analysis of the spatial broadening data shows that it
decreasesas the beam half-angle is increased. This is opposite to spherical aberration which increases as the third
power of the beam half-angle. Since these effects work in
opposite directions a compromise is required. The spatial
broadening is also proportional to the length of the column
and the amount ofbeam current. Thus, we have the ground
rules defined. We need to find the shortest column and the
largest half-angle beam that are consistent with optimization of the spherical aberration and the required deflector
performance. In addition to this we must provide an intermediate crossover at which blanking can be done.
A theoretical performance curve for the column is shorvn
in Fig. 2. It illustrates very clearly how the spot size grows
with beam cunent above 50 nA. Individual contributions to
the on-axis spot size at 2 mr beam half-angle are as follorvs:
(continued on Page 18)
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A Precision X-Y Stage and Substrate Handling
System for Electron Beam Lithography
by Earl E. Lindberg and Charles L. Merja

Crucialto the performanceof an electronbeam lithography
system is the accuracy with which the substrateto be exposed
can be positionedrelativeto the areascannedby the beam.High
accuracyrequiresan X-Ystagethatcan be preciselylocatedand
a palletthat permitsmountingthe substratein a stableand renartrhlo

interferometers
are mountedon the thick steel plate as close as
possibleto theaxisof the column.TheX and Y interferometers
are
also mountedso that measurements
are made oeroendicular
to
theplanemirrorsandalignedwiththecolumnaxisto reduceAbbe

{achinn

functionof the electron
Thestageperformsthe step-and-repeat
the mask or waferfor each fieldof
beam systemby positioning
exposureof the column.The stage positioningaccuracy has
dictatedby the small-geometry
capability
stringentrequirements
of the system.
The pallet is a frame that holds the substrate.lt providesa
means of locating the substrate on the stage, protecting the
substrateduringhandling,and makingelectricalcontactfromthe
writingsurfaceto the stage.

Mechanical Configuration
In HP'selectronbeamlithography
system,the key mechanical
componentsaremountedon a thick(50mm) horizontal
steelplate
as shownin Fig.1. Theelectronbeamcolumnis placedon thetop
face of the plateand the stageand associatedlnterferometers
are
attachedto the bottomface. This plate is also the top wall of the
main vacuumchamber.
The stage is mountedto the bottom of the plate by means of
angledbeams.The beamsareformedand machinedat eachend
to allowfor misalignment
and to avoidstressingthe base of the
stage.The lowerrollerslide on the stage providesthe Y motion
and is drivenby a nutsupportedon a shaftby eightrollers,fouron
eachend of the nut(Fig.2). Therollersare placedat a smallangle
with respectto the smoothshaft.The angleis chosenso thatthe
rollersprogressalongthe shaftin a helicalpathand movethe nut
5 mm for each revolutionof the shaft.The .rollersare forced
againstthe shaft by an elasticarrangement,
equallyloadingall
rollerswithsufficient
forceso thatthe coefficient
of f rictionis large
enoughfor a stageacceleration
of 1 g. This nut arrangementis
compatiblewiththevacuumenvironment
and the requirement
for
a backlash-free
drivefor the closed-loopservosystem.
The X motionis providedby the upper set of rollerslides.To
eliminatecarryingthe drive motoron the lowerslide as is often
done on conventional
X-Ystages,the X-drivenut and lead shaft
are mountedin the base on a separatesmallslideand are connected by an elasticarrangementto anothersmall drive slide
mountedon the top plate of the stage. The lattersmall slide
accommodatesthe Y motionof the stageand permitscoupling
the X motionof the stageto the X-motiondrive assembly.
TheservomotorsthatdrivetheX and Y motionsof the stageare
mountedoutsideof the vacuumchamber,and the shaftmotionis
transferredthroughthe chamber walls via ferromagnetic-fluid
shaftseals.
Threeplane-mirrorinterferometers
modifiedfor high-vacuum
serviceare usedfor measuringthe stagelocation:one for Y, one
for X and one to measuresmall amountsof vaw. The X and Y
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Fig. 1. Cassettehandling systemfor the HP electronbeam
lithography system. Cassettesholding palletswlth substrates
to be exposed are loaded into the vacuum lock chamber at
uoDer left. The shuttle mechanism across the center of the
photograph loads each pallet in turn onto the X-Y stage /ocated to the left of the picture. Palletswith exposed subsfrales
are then collected in another cassefte located in the lower left
vacuum chamber. This chamber can hold lwo cassettesto
allow adequate time for vacuum curing of the exposed reslsf.

assembly.This plate is secured to the X-Y stage by flexible
mountsthat hold the home plate slightlyabove the stage.This
providessufficientclearancefor the mechanismthat loadsthe
palletson the home plate.
The locationof the palletis determinedby five pointson the
horizontalpads and two pins
home plate:three gravity-loaded
thatengagea vee and a f laton the palletedge.The palletis held
against these pins by a sphericalcontactor,whose force is
appliedvia a toggle mechanism.
Otheritemslocatedon the homeplatearetargetswhichpermit
systemin the columnand a
calibrationof the beam-deflection
Heightpads are
Faradaycup for beam currentmeasurement.
also a part of the calibrationsystem.Thesepermitcheckingthe
operationof the heightsensors,whichare four capacitivetransducersmountedin a squarepatternon 25-mmcentersattached
to the lowerpartof the column.The heightsensorsdeterminethe
heightand attitudeof the mask or waferso the deflectionmagnitudeand focusof the beam can be adjusted.Thisallowspositioningof the beam patternwithin +0.07llm withouthavingto
mechanically
set the distancebetweenthe maskor walerto the
tolerance.
columnwithinan impossible-to-attain

Fig, 2. fhis lead screw design,used to move the X-Ystage,
works well in a vacuum environmentand is easy to repatr.
error offset.tAbbe error offsetcauses a significanterror if the
alignmentis not correctto withinone millimetre.
Home Plate and Substrate Pallet
The accuracyof the electronbeamsystemis influencedby the
stabilityof the substratepositionwith respectto the stage.All
substratesare mountedin the palletswith respectto theirtop
positioned
(photomasks)are
by
surface.Squareglasssubstrates
three pads and wafersare contactedby the palletabout thear
Muchthoughtand carewastakento assure
entirecircumference.
and coupledcloselyto the
thattheX and Y motronsareorthogonal
palletassembly.
mirrorsare f latwithinan eighthof a
TheX and Y interferometer
withina smallfraction
wavelengthand are mountedorthogonally
of an arc-secondto a titaniumhome plate.The qualityof the X-Y
of the mirror
locationdependsuponthef latnessand orthogonality
'Abbe erroroccurs when a lrnearmeasurementis Derformedat a dislancefrom the
d i m e n s r obne i n om e a s u r e d
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Fig. 3. Severalof these assernb/lesare used in the vacuum
line from the main cryogenic vacuum pump and the electron
beam systemto iso/atethe vibrctioncausedby thepump. The
U-joint design protects the bellows inside from distortion and
collapse caused by atmosphericpressure and mechanical
misalignment.

Loader System
The loadersystemdeliverspalletsto the X-Y stagefor exposure, using cassettesthat can hold up to ten palletseach. A
maximumof four cassettescan be in the loadersystemat any
giventime.Thesystemconsistsof threechambers,eachcontaining a separatemechanism.
Theshuttlechamberis directlyconnectedto the mainchamber
the samevacuum.Cassettes
and is maintained
al approximately
are passedinto and out of the shuttlechambervia two 25.4-cm
gate valveswhich are used as air locksto the load and unload
chambers.These two chambershave a separate,high-speed
vacuum pumping system.Cassettestravel up or down in the
chamberson V-shapedways and rollers.
diodes
Cassettepositionis monitoredby infraredlight-emitting
and detectors.Once a pallet has been initiallypositionedit is
deliveredto the home plate on the X-Y stage by the jaw-andtongueassembly,whichoperateslike a slide projectormechanlsm.The law and tongue have V-shapedcuts that matchwith
chamferson the pallet.Thisallowsthe palletto be liftedslightlyas
it is graspedby the mechanism,assuringthat the palletdoesn't
slide on the cassettelands or the locatingpads on the home
plate.The jaw-and{ongueassemblyrides on ball bearingsto
minimizefriction.The assemblyhas an integrallinkagemechanismwhich actuatesthe clampingmechanismon the stage.
Eachmechanismin the loadersystemis poweredby an external step motor,and the rotarymotionis transferredthroughthe
shaftseals.
chamberwallsvia ferromaonetic-fluid
Vibration lsolation
Theconceptof fastening
to
the criticalmechanical
components
a thicksteelplateeliminates,
to a greatextent,the needof placing
the electron beam lithographysystem in a seismicallyquiet
Verticalvibrationis adequatelyreducedby placing
environment.
simpleair-filledrubbervibrationisolatorsundereach of the legs.
vibrationisolation,
whichis morecriticalfor a systemof
Horizontal
this type, is provided by externallypressurizedair bearings
placedbetweenthe floorand the verticalisolators.
A cryogenic
vacuumpumpthat is partof the systemis isolatedf romthe main
systemby mountingthe pump to a massiveiron plate in direct
contactwith the floor.The vacuumconnectionis mechanically
isolatedby usingone horizontal
and one verticalsectionof pipe,
eachsectionhavingflexiblebellowsat eachend.A roller-bearing
universaljoint built around each bellows(Fig 3) preventsits
load is applieduponpumpdown.The
collapsewhenatmospheric
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resultingassemblyis extremelycompliantin all degreesof freedom and effectivelyeliminatesa potentiallyseriousvibration
proorem.
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Total chromatic aberration:
Total spherical aberration:
Geometrical spot size:
Low-current spot size:
Broadening at 600 nA:
Spot size at 600 nA:

0.091 pm
0.084 pcm
0.09 pm
0.16 pm
0.48 pm
0.51 pm

Cathode, Field Emission Gun and First Lens
The complete gun structure is shown in Fig. 3. The
cathode is operated at -20 kV with respect to the anode,
providing a field of approximately 2 x 1O7Vicm at the tip of
the cathode. The emission is controlled by an electrode
placed around and just above the cathode tip. The voltage
applied to this electrode causes a corresponding change in
the field at the tip, and hence controls the emission current.
A bias of 0 to -2 kV is sufficient to vary the current over
three orders of magnitude. Since this control electrode also
serves to reduce thermionic and Schottky emission, it is
usually called the Schottky shield.
The gun must be a simple, stable, prealigned structure for
controlling and accelerating the emission. It is desirable to
get the beam to the blanker crossover without contributing
significantly to the spot-size growth other than by geometrical magnification of the source size. To do this the electrode structure has been designed to reduce spherical aberration. A major contributor in this regard is often the presence of an aperture in the high-field region. In this gun the
anode aperture is set in a well, almost entirely out of the
accelerating field. This aperture is also used to define the
beam half-angle and to prevent unusable beam current from
providing unwanted beam-broadening effects. The total
emission current is typically 300 pA and is reduced to the
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600 nA required at the anode aperture.
The beam emerging from the gun is focused by a magnetic lens with large bore and gap, and forms a crossover6.5 cm
from the emitter with a magnification of about 1.5x. The
gun is immersed in the lens field to achieve some reduction
in the spherical and chromatic aberrations.TThe lens can
also be moved along the optical axis to change the magnification. Horizontal motion and tilt of the lens permit alignment of the gun and lens.
Final Lens and Dynamic Focus Coil
The final lens forms an image of the blanker crossover in
the target plane with a magnification of approximately
1.8 x. This lens must have sufficiently low spherical aberration and be reasonably easy to make. Low spherical aberration and long working distances do not normally go together. Given fixed conjugate points and magnification, the
best lens is a large one. Clearly there are limits on how size
and convenience are related. In this column a largediameter (10 cm) upper pole piece is combined with a
smaller-diameter pole piece which linits the field entering
the deflector.
The dynamic focus coil is a separate,small, 2O-turn winding centered in the upper part of the lens. Thiis coil poses
some interesting design problems. It must be precise so that
it does not contribute unwanted aberrations that are uncorrectable. Most of all, the coil, in coniunction with the driving amplifier, must have a fast settling time. Dynamic
focus-coil adjustments are made in the interval between
high-speed block scans. The high-accuracy deflection circuits take approximately 10 ps to settle at a new block
location and the dynamic focus must also settle within this

center of the magnetic focusing field and is rotated to compensate for lens rotation effects. Capacitance between the
plates is of key importance, and is normally less than 10 pF.

Blanker
Thebeamblankerwasprobablyoneof the hardestcomponentsofthesystemto design,andit is certainlyoneof the

HV Insulalors

First Lens
Field Emitter
Vacuum
Envelope

Fig, 3, Cross-sectionof the electron gun and upper lens
assemb/les-

most important. To achievepatterning of the wafer or mask,
the beam must be turned on and off at a rate much faster
than the datarate of g0OMHz. With a pixel exposuretime of
3.3ns and a needto definethe exposurelevelwithin 2%,the
problem is a difficult one. Actually the toughestproblem is
to guaranteethat the exposurefalls in the right place during
the transitional periods when the beam is switched. In
addition, a beam-currentattenuationfactor of at least i.0sis
required to guarantee that unwanted exposure does not
occur on the mask or wafer during settling periods.
A proprietary blanker design has been developedwhich
meetsthe required performancespecifications.The design
usesan electrostaticdeflection systemto deflectthe beamto
a knife-edge.To facilitate stationary blanking the blanker
plates are positioned symmetrically about a crossover.
Viewed toward the blanker from the target, the crossover
appearsto be stationarywhen the beam is deflectedtoward
the knife-edge.When the final lens forms an image of the
crossoveron the target, the image is also stationary.

time. The major settling problems are eddy currents in the
surrounding conducting material and, since the coil is outside the vacuum, the time required for the field to penetrate
through the vacuum chamber wall. Careful design has resulted in a worst-case settling time for the magnetic field
of 7 ps.

DeflectionSystem
The wide-angle precision deflector is an octopole, or
eight-fold deflector (Fig. +). It is situated in the field-free
region between the lens and the target and is a means of
obtaining a precisely controlled field distribution.s Used in
its normal mode, the octopole produces a field that is very
close to being uniform. The deflector has low aberrations
and can be tailored to minimize one or more defects. In this
design the major advantages are that it is a reasonably
sensitive deflector which has low abemations, provides a
common center of deflection for both X and Y directions,
and can be made precisely. Present deflectors are made with
an accuracy of better than 0.01 mm throughout. The deflector is 10.16 cm long and has a 15.87-mm internal diameter.
All critical surfaces are coated with gold to eliminate charging effects.
The octopole deflector can scan a full 5-mm-square field
with only small dynamic corrections. Typical uncorrected
distortions are close to 2 pm in a well-made deflector.
Astigmatism causes the beam diameter to grow to 1.5 ;m
until the necessary corrections are applied.
The high-speed deflector must scan the beam over relatively small distances (-64 pm), and hence requires an
accuracy of O,1,o/"
to achieve 0.1-pm tolerances. This deflection acts like a pertubation on the main deflection field. The
deflector is a simple quadrupole with the four plates arranged in a cylindrical configuration. It is located in the

Fig.4, Octopole assembty.Thisunit deflectsthe beam with
high accuracy and is used to direct the beam to each of the
64-pn-square raster-scannedblocksin the svstem'sS-mmsquare field-of-view.
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Mechanical Design
The mechanics of the column and its magnetic shielding
are fairly complex. Because of the short length of the column, all of the parts interact. For example, the lens fields
extend through the whole of the column, except for the
octopole region. The structure does not permit magnetic
shielding to be positioned inside these components where
it would interfere with the lens fields. In addition, magnifying columns are usually difficult to shield and this one is
no exception. A shielding factor of 50 dB is required to
/
gua-ranteestability in an ambient ac field level of 2x1.o
Wb/m". This is achieved by using a double-layer magnetic
shield, one layer of which passes through the vacuum
chamber wall to shield the lower column.
In the center of the column below the blanker there are
two valves. These provide a 3.18-mm clearance hole for the
beam to pass through when open, but, when closed, permit
the column to be split in two for servicing. The normal
mode for electron-gun servicing is to replace the upper
column. The spare gun and its cathode are activated and
adjusted on a separate test station.
The upper column contains no O-rings and the vacuum
wall is constructed of welded and brazed stainless steel.
The electron gun is evacuated by two 60-l/s vacuum pumps
and the blanker section by two 30-l/s pumps. The entire
lower column is evacuated bv the 400-l/s main-chamber
ion pump.
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SoftwareControlfor the HP Electron
Beam LithographySystem
by BruceHamilton
HE MANY ELECTRONIC and mechanical pieces
of HP's new electron beam system are unified and
offered to the operator by a large and complex software package. This package gives the operator several modes of system operation and performs event
sequencing and system calibration.
Operator Interface
The operation of the electron beam system is almost completely interactive. At the top level, the user is presented
with a prompt, and can request any of the operating modes
(discussed below) or can type HELP. In the latter case
the user is given a list of legal commands. The operator
need type only enough of any command to distinguish it
from the others.
The following is an example of operator-system interaction. The portion of the left column printed in black is
typed by the computer. The operator's responses are printed
in color. The right column tells what is happening at each
srep.
:i l 5i, r'rlrl\^i<

SKYHAWK

is the entrance to the

system.
Hello-hope you are havrnga good day.
SKYHAWK>il(l\i G i.iill: At this level the operatoris prompted

CONF> !Ft-tl

with SKYHAWK>. The operator
chooses CONFIGURE mode (which
manages pattern files).
Configure mode prompts with
CONF>. The operator asks for a
list of commands.

The userworks in this styledown through severallevels,
until there are few choices left, but the system still needs
more information. At that point the systemtakesthe initiative and prompts the operatorfor information. For example,
* what happens when the operator asksfor an expoHl:,
TO BE
# SUBSTRATES
PROCESSED:
RESISTSENSITIVITY
IN
MICROCOULOMBS/SQ
CM:
IVASKSETNAME?(UP TO
6 CHARS)

The number of masks or wafers
of a given type.
The sensitivity of the electron
resist on the substrates.
The name of a file describing the layout of chips on
the substrates.

Hardware Interface
The control software is built on HP's RTE (Real-Time
Executive)operatingsystemfor HP 1000Computers.That
system provides convenientand controlled accessto all
standardperipheraldevices,and we useit for that purpose.
For custom-builtdevicesit is more convenientto go "behind the operatingsystem'sback" and makeour own access

directly. RTE makes this fairly easy.
Each piece of hardware has a software driver which conceals any complexity in the way the device communicates
and offers a friendly protocol to the system software. For
example, to move the X-Y stage to a given position requires
these primitive operations:
r Tell the interferometer we are going to load an
X-position.
r Load the X-position.
r Tell the interferometer we are going to load a Y-position.
r Load the Y-position.
. Tell the stage servo to track the interferometer position in
both the X and Y directions.
The stage/interferometer driver performs all these actions in
response to the command, Move To (X,YJ.In the same operation it also returns the new stage position and status and the
yaw of the stage at the new position.
These drivers constitute a layer of the system software
that serves two isolation purposes. It conceals the complexity of the hardware, and it isolates the portions of the electron beam system that operate outside of the RTE operating
system. Everywhere else the hardware appears to have a
simple and logical instruction set, and the operating system's rules for IiO are obeyed. By staying within the operating system we have enjoyed relatively troublefree compatibility through three generations of RTE (II, III and IV) , with
attendant improvement in development and debugging
tools.
Operating Modes
There are several modes of operating the electron beam
system, each oriented toward an operator's task, and each
entered by typing its name to the top level of the system
software.
Expose Mode
The first mode, expose mode, is the mode in which a set of
wafers or masks is written. The operator is asked for the
sensitivity of the resist and the name of a file describing the
layout of chips, and then the system follows these steps:
1. If necessary,the system allows the operator to load a
cassette of substrates into the load airlock.
A substrate is carried from the cassette to the stage.
If this is the exposure of the second or higher level on a
wafer, a locator pattern is found on the wafer, showing
the wafer's position and orientation.
A survey is made of distortions in the substratesurface.
Correction factors are computed to rectify the distortions.
6. The electronics are configured for the proper exposure
dosage.
7. If necessary,the pattern to be written is read from disc
1981HEWLETT-pACKARo
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Substrate Layout Mode
This mode allows the operator to specify before an exposure which patterns are to go on a substrate,and where. The
substrate can be covered with a single pattern repeated in a
rectangular or circular array. In addition, the operator may
ask that test patterns be substituted into the array.
The array may be shifted in any direction, as may any
elements in it. The array, or any elements in it, may be
expanded or shrunk by a small amount, and the exposure
levels of the elements can be varied. One option provides a
progression of exposure levels across the array. This is
useful for finding the optimum exposure for a particular
resist or process.
This mode is the only one that is not interactive. The
operator prepares a file in an English-like language, describing the layout of the substrate and gives it to the system. The machine produces a picture of the substratefor the
operator and a file for the machine to read at exposure time.

into pattern memory.
B. The X-Y stage is moved to center the first chip's location under the beamaxis.
s. Ifthis is the exposure ofthe second or higher level on a
wafer, fiducial marks are found around this chip, giving its exact position and orientation.
10. The exposure takes place as follows:
a. The location of the first 64-pm block is computed,
taking distortions into account.
b. That address is sent to the octopole plates.
c. The pattern is made ready at the output of the

11.
12.
13.
14.

pattern buffer.
d. The quadrupole sweep is started.
e. While the sweep is underway the location of the
next block is computed.
f. The process from (b) is repeated until the entire
octopole field of view is exPosed.
The process from (6) is repeated until the entire substrate is exposed.
The substrate is unloaded from the stage and returned
to the cassette.
The processfrom (2) is repeateduntiithe eniire cassette
of substrates has been exposed.
The operator is allowed to remove the cassettefrom the

Scanning Electron Microscope Mode
In this mode the beam is scanned over its field of view and
the intensity of backscattered electrons is displayed on a
CRT. The scan is performed by the high-speed processor
(HALI, and the processing of the signal intensity is done by
the fiducial electronics. The system software sends
parameters to HAL and the fiducial electronics in response
to the setting of the operator panel.

unload airlock.
Pattern Format Conversion Mode
The circuits that the electron beam system produces are
designed on other computer systems and stored on disc
files in standard formats. In pattern format conversion
mode the operator asks for a circuit pattern file to be converted from Electromask format* into electron beam internal format. That process is discussed in the article on page
24.
In this mode the operator can also move pattern files from
medium to medium and machine to machine, and can
purge files.
x

Fig. 1 shows the operator panel. The system continuously
polls the panel, and when any settings change, sends new
parameters to HAL. The scan then changes on the next
cycle.
The operator also has control of the stage in this mode,
and can send it to an address entered by the operator or to a
prestored address, or some distance from the current address. The current position can be displayed or stored for
future use.
This mode is implemented as three concurrent processes.
One reads the terminal, one polls the operator panel and
controls the scan parameters, and one drives the stage.The
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Fig.1. The operatorPanelof the
HP electron beam lithograPhY
system.

process that polls the panel runs continuously. The process
that reads the terminal is always present, but is usually
waiting on the terminal. The process that drives the stage is
spawned only when the operator requests a stage move, and
it dies when the move is complete.
Stage moves are complicated by the fact that we want the
scan to stop while the stage is moving. Not only do we not
wish to see a blurred picture, but sometimes we want to look
on either side of a region we do not want to sweep the beam
across. When the operator wants to move the stage, this is
the sequence of events:
1. The operator requests a stage move at the terminal.
2. The terminal process interprets the command and
spawns the stage process, passing it the desired address.
3. The stage process comes to life and sends a message to
the scan process, requesting permission to move the
stage.
4. The scan process,on receiving the message,waits for the
current scan to complete, then stops scanning and sends
a message to the stage process, granting permission to
move the stage. It keeps polling the panel.
5. The stage process moves the stage and displays the new
stage address at the operator's terminal.
6. The stage process sends a message to the scan process
saying that the stage has finished moving.
7. The scan process resumes the scan.
B. The stage process dies.
9. The terminal process issues a new prompt and waits for
the operator to type something new.
When the operator types END, the terminal process sends
a message to the scan process. That process waits for the
current scan to complete and then dies. The terminal process then surrenders control to the top-level program.
This mode provides both a highly linear scanning electron microscope and a valuable instrument for testing the
machine itself.
Calibrate Mode
In this mode the operator can ask the system to run any of
the calibration routines. At the end of a calibration the
results are displayed, and if thb operator so chooses, the
system parameters are updated with the new results.
This mode serves not only to collect the calibration operations into one place for operator convenience, but also to
protect the calibration data. This data can be changed only
through overt action by the operator, and only in a mode
intended explicitly for updating those parameters-this
mode and system parameters mode, discussed below.

SystemParametersMode
Global information about the system is maintained by a
package called the system information facility. This information includes such things as the correction function for
the octopole, the stage address of the substrate center, and
the beam voltage. It is kept in a central location so that when
it changes only a single copy needs to be updated.
The parameters can be read and written by system programs, and also by the operator. The operator's access is
useful for looking at the state ofthe system and for testing.
Unlike the usual forms of shared data, the system information facility provides substantial control over the infor-

mation it manages. Access to a data item is made by an
explicit call to an access manager giving the name of the
data item and the name of the requesting program (or the
operator's initials). This makes it unlikely that the program
will refer to a global item by mistake, or to the wrong item,
and it shows us who last changed each item. The information is kept in a push-down stack, giving us a short history
and letting us undo changes if necessary. A data item can be
locked; when any unauthorized program asks for access to
it, that program is frozen and the operator is notified. Finally, the facility can be asked to keep a log of all requests,
together with the name of the requestor, the value of the
data item, and the date and time. The operator can enter
comments into this log. The log and the ability to lock an
item are powerful debugging tools.
StarUEnd Mode
Upon system startup or termination a user-definable collection of programs is run. This lets the user update records,
open or close files, etc. It allows us to start and finish with
the hardware in a known state.
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PatternDataFlow in the HP Electron
BeamSystem
by MichaelJ. Cannon, Howard F. Lee, and Robert B. Lewis

HP'S ELECTRON BEAM LITHOGRAPHY sysI N
the task of the format conversion path is to transtem,
I
I form a pattern that is specified in some external form into a stream of bits that will control the electron beam exposure at each point, or pixel, on the target mask or wafer.
The number of bits required for a s-mm x s-mm square (one
pass,or octopole field of view) is about 108 (12.5 megabytes)
and is about 4x 1010bits (5.5 gigabytesJfor a 10 x mask the
size of a full 13-cm wafer. The sheer bulk of the pattern data
creates problems with its storage and transfer, and the
speed of the transformation is also critical.
Data storage and transformation from the external representation is done by a computer system that includes an
HP 1000 F-SeriesComputer with HP 7906 and HP 7925 Disc
Drives, anHP 797O Tape Drive and about a million words of
main memory. The conversion software runs under HP's
RTE-IVB operating system and is written mostly in C and
ALGOL.
Fig. 1 shows the major steps in the process. The first step
involves copying the pattern data from a nine-track magnetic tape to files on the 7925 Disc Drives. This is done under
control of an access method software package that maintains general housekeeping information about the patterns.
The remainder of the path is designed to accommodate two
basic factors: the sequence of the raster-scan exposure process and the pattern data compression format.
The hierarchy of pattern exposure is shown in Fig. 2. A
pixel is the smallest addressable area that can be exposed. A
block is a quadrupole field ofview and is 128 pixels square.
A stripe is a column of up to 78 blocks, and a pass (octopole
field of view) is a row of up to 78 stripes. The order of
exposure is pixels within a block, blocks within a stripe,
stripes within a pass, and passes within a chip.
The input format for the initial implementation is the
Electromask optical pattern generator format.* Although a
number of external formats are used in the industry to
describe patterns, this format is widely used within HP. The
Electromask magnetic tape input format specifies a pattern
as a series of rectangles, or flashes, of varying locations,
widths, lengths and rotations.
Clipping
In the second step of Fig. 1, Electromask flashes are first
broken up (clipped) into objects that are contained within
stripes. Details of the Electromask format are isolated upstream of this point; this will make accommodation of alternate input formats a relatively simple task. When the
Electromask flashes Erresquare with the X-Y axes the intermediate objects are also rectangles whose sides are square
with the axes. Otherwise, the clipped objects are a restricted
form of trapezoid that have left and right edges parallel to
* Developed
by Electromask
Corp.
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stripe boundaries. Strictly speaking, this special form
would not be necessily since the trapezoids could be replaced by a set of rectangles of unit pixel width, but the
trapezoids provide a more compact representation for the
intermediate form.
As each ob;'ect-rectangle or trapezoid-is produced by
the clipping routine it is placed in a bin according to its pass
and stripe. Each bin has an internal memory buffer, and
when the buffer for a stripe fills up, it is written out to a file
on one of the 2925 Disc Drives. Bin buffers need to be large
enough for at least a disc sector (128 words), and for efficiency we would like them to be several times larger than
that. RTE-IV gives user programs access to memory outside
their normal 32K-word address space by providing functions to remap parts of the virtual address space to an
extended memory area (EMA) of the physical memory. The
bin buffers are kept in an EMA partition, so the number and
sizes of the buffers are limited not by the 16-bit virtual
address space but by the size of the memory partition the
conversion program runs in.
Bin buffers for each stripe of a full pass require at least
1OK words (7Bx12B words). For a pattern that spans only a
few passes this is easy to accommodate, but in the case of a
10 x maskthat mayspan all 441 passeswewould need more

Exposure
System

EBIC

EBX = Electron Beam External Format
EBI = Electron Beam Internal Format
EBIC = Electron Beam Internal Compressed Format

Fig. 1. The format conversionpath in HP's electron beam
lithography system converts an integrated circuit pattern data
file into a bit stream that turns the electron beam on and off to
write the oattern on a resist-coated subsfrate.

than four million words of buffer space. In this case we do
the clipping by pass and stripe as before but use coarser bins
(say, by pass only) as we write the objects to disc. An
additional step is used to make the finer bin separations as a
preliminary to the next step of the conversion. In this next
step, the rectangles and trapezoids for each pass and stripe
are put in a format called electron beam external (EBX),
which is the input to the next phase of the process, CRUNCH.
Electron Beam Internal Formats
The average feature size for most patterns is large compared to the pixel size, especially for 10x masks, so it is
more efficient to store patterns in a compressed form. In this
form, called electron beam internal compressed IEBIC), pat
terns are represented as a set of rectangles, which are converted in real time to a stream of bits that controls the
exposure. The decompressot, the hardware that does this
conversion, is described later in this article.
EBIC rectangles are always described in terms of integer
numbers of pixels. The compression scheme works within
stripes and the restrictions on EBIC rectangles are that the
sides be parallel to the X and Y axes, that each rectangle be
contained within a single stripe, and that within stripes
rectangles be ordered by their leading edge [lowest
Y-value). Rectangles may not overlap.
As pattern geometries become finer, compressed format
begins to lose its advantage over a pure bit map representation. The crossover point comes at about 2.4 million compressed format rectangles in a 9984x9984-pixel octopole
field, which corresponds to a checkerboard with features
4.6 pixels on a side. Although a checkerboard is not a
typical situation, patterns with angled figures do tend to
generate a lot of tall, thin compressed-format rectangles.
Beam and pixel sizes and pattern geometries can be expected to shrink, and it remains to be seen whether it will be
advantageous to use an uncompressed format for some patterns.

Conversionto CompressedFormat
In the part of the data conversion known as CRUNCH
(step 4 in Fig. 1), three things are done:
1. Trapezoids are translated into a series of rectangles.
2. Overlaps are eliminated.
3. Rectangles are converted to EBIC format.
A rectangle is described by an X-start, an X-end, a Y-start
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Fig, 3. An exampleshowinghow a new rectanglethat overlaps rectangles already slored causes the splitting of the new
andlor old rectangles to eliminate the overlap.
and a Y-height. Y-start and Y-height are fourteen-bit quantities, while the X dimensions require seven bits each for a
total of 42 bits per rectangle.
During conversion from EBX to EBIC all figures within
each stripe are arranged in a list in ascending order by
leading edge. The list of rectangles is maintained in EMA.
As each new figure is inserted into the list, it is checked for
possible overlap with figures already in the list. If an overlap exists, then either the figure in the list or the new figure
is split up to eliminate the overlap. Cases of overlap are
categorized into one of 16 types and are handled accordingly. One example of an overlap is shown in Fig. 3a. The
newrectangle being added is shown in dashed lines. In Fig.
3b the overlap is resolved by splitting the existing figure
into two and the new figure is inserted in the list.
Because the fragments of the split rectangles are parts of a
rectangle already in the list there is no overlap with other
rectangles in the list so they can be put in the list without
further checks. The new figure must be checked against the
rest of the list for overlap.
EBIC rectangles are written to a pattern disc file and from
there into the 128-bit-wide electron beam pattern memory
in sets of three. Each rectangle is represented by 42 bits,
so three rectangles fit into 128 bits or eight 16-bit computer
words.

ChiP+

Rectanglesare output as the
raster passes by them
--+

-Raster Line

Block
\-

Stripe
Fig.2, The ordet of pattern exposure ls pxels within a block
(128x128 pixels/,b/ockswithina stripe(a columnof up to 78
blocks), stripes within a pass (a row of up to 78 stripes),and
passes within a chip. Each block of 128 x1 28 pixelsis 64 pn
sQuare.

New rectangles are added to
the list after overlap adiustment

Fig. 4. Another algorithm for overlap removal uses a rasler
scan method.
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As we begin to deal with larger numbers of compressed
format rectanglesper passthe presentalgorithm for overlap
removal may prove to be too slow. The number of comparisonsbetweenrectanglesis aboutn2l4where n is the number
of rectanglesin a stripe. A new algorithm has been developed and will be implemented when needed.This algorithm requires only about n3t217g
comparisons.This
procedure requires that the rectanglesfirst be sorted by
Y-start,but the time neededfor this is only a linear function
of the number of rectangles.A coarseradix sort is followed
by a finer distribution count sort.l The rectanglesfor an
entire stripe can be kept in EMA buffers so no extra I/O is
used for the sort. To check for overlaps a raster is passed
from the top of the stripe to the bottom, and as this is done a
list is maintained of the rectanglescrossedby the raster(see
Fig. a). As the raster is moved down, new rectangles
touched by the raster are checked for overlap with figures
alreadyin the list and areaddedto the list. Rectanglesin the '
list that areno longer crossedby the rasterareremovedfrom
the list and output. This gives a stream of nonoverlapping
rectanglesordered by Y-start locations. The order is descending,rather than ascendingas eventually presentedto
the decompressor.The list of currentrectanglescan haveno
more than 128 elements,and can be kept within the virtual
address space of the conversion program so that checks
within the list arequicker than if the list were kept in EMA.
The Decompressor
The decompressortakesthe 42-bit rectangledeclarations
of EBIC and generatesthe corresponding128-bit wide
stripes.Sincethe decompressionhasto be done in real time,
a parallel approach is used to generatethe required bit
pattern.A bank of 128 14-bit presettableup/down counters
is used to construct the bit pattern. The counters are connected as presettabledown counters.The cany-out signal
for each counterremains high if the content of the counter
is nonzero.
A block diagramof the decompressor
is shown in Fig. 5.
The 128 data counters and the Y-addresscounter are initialized to zero at the beginning of eachstripe. Each input
42-bit rectangle declarationis separatedinto its four com-

Fig. 5. Ihe decompressor takesrectangles in electron beam
internal compressed format and generates 128-bit-wide
slr4les.
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ponent fields. The Y-start field of the current rectangle is
compared to the value of the Y-address counter, which
points to the current row-the next 128-bit data pattern to
be output. If there is no match a 128-bit data pattern word
from the counter carry outputs is sent to the shifter/buffer,
the Y-address counter is incremented, and all the data
counters with nonzero contents are decremented.

\

This continues until a match exists between the Y-start
field of the next rectangle and the Y-address counter. Then
the data counters from the X-start to the X-end are loaded
with the Y-height..The other data counters' contents are
unchanged. A new rectangle declaration is then fetched
from pattern memory and is checked for a match against the
Y-address counter. This sequence continues until the
Y-address counter reaches the end of the sbipe.
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Calibrationof the HP ElectronBeam
LithographySystem
by FaithL. Bugely,lan F. Osborne,GeraintOwen,and RobertB. Schudy
HE HP ELECTRONBEAM LITHOGRAPHYSYSTEM
has a specified writing accuracy over a 125-mmsquaresubstrateof -r0.07 pm. Calibration of the X-Y
stage and the electron beam deflectors is necessary to meet
the positional accuracy requirements. Calibration of the
deflectors is also necessary to maintain the beam spot diameter of 0.5 p,m over a s-mm-square field. There are five
major factors that make such calibration necessary.
1 Nonorthogonality and curvature of the X-Y stage interferometer mirrors
a Errors in interferometer beam alignment
. Vertical motion of the stage as it moves horizontally over
its ways
Electron
optical aberrations of the octopole deflector
I
1 Gain and offset variations, which change as functions of
writing speed, in the high-speed quadrupole deflection
circuits
The primary objective of the calibrations is to map the
various fields of view onto the mask or wafer in a way that
minimizes butting errors between the fields. Other objectives are repeatability of the written patterns in spite of
mechanical and electrical variations, and absolute accuracy
of the electron beam position relative to the mask or wafer.
The calibration procedures must be fast to reduce
downtime. This rules out any manual scheme, hence the
one used is completely automatic. Besides speed, automatic
operation ensures that the calibration process is repeatable
and operator-independent.
One of the fundamental calibration problems is that no
two-dimensional measurement standard of sufficient accuracy is available. This problem has been solved by producing such standards at Hewlett-Packard using the electron
beam system. The standards consist of 12s-mm-square
plates on which a matrix of marks has been written, together
with an accurate description of the positions of the marks.
The isotropic scale of this description has been made con-

sistent with the one-dimensional length standard of the
United States National Bureau of Standards.
Calibration of the electron beam system is a sequential
process: the stage is calibrated relative to the calibration
plate, the octopole deflector is calibrated relative to the
stage, and then the quadrupole is calibrated relative to the
octopole.
During the exposure of a substrate, the calibration functions described here are applied. In addition, it is necessary
to measure and correct for stage height, tilt, and yaw fluctuations, together with substrate distortion if the second or
higher level of a semiconductor wafer is being written directly. These additional corrections are not described in
this article.
Calibrating the Stage
If one views the stage as a rigid body, its position in space
has six degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom are
represented in terms of X, Y, and height positions, and
pitch, roll, and yaw angles. All are sensed, and the X and Y
positions are servo controlled.
The stage calibrations determine the calibration functions which map the sensed values for X, Y, and yaw into
the true X, Y, and yaw values. The stage calibrations also
characterize the pitch, roll, and height variations in the
stage as it moves in X and Y.
The six functions necessary to calibrate and describe the
stage, one for each degree of freedom, are described as
polynomials in the X and Y coordinates of the stage. The
stage is calibrated in X and Y by fitting polynomials (P* and
Pr) to the difference between the true stage coordinates (x,,
yj and their apparent values (*", y"). Thus x1 : xu * P* (xu,
yu) and yt : ya + Py (xa, y"). Because the calibration functions vary slowly, aird the calibration is small compared to
the stage dimensions, P* [x", y") - P* (xt, yt). That is, the
difference between the apparent and calibrated stage coorpACKARD
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Fig.1. Magnified portionof thecalibrationpl ate.Thisarrayof
fiduciatmarksls used to map the area coveredby the X-Y
stagefor calibrationof stagepositionand yaw.
dinatesdoesnot matter with regardto the calibration functions. Then the calibrationfunctions can be inverted so that
Xa : Xt - P* (xt, yj and ya : yt - P, (xt, yj. These expressions are used by the stage calibration software to obtain
correctedvalues from desired true values.
The X-Y stagecalibration takes place in three phases,a
bootstrapcalibration, a scalecorrection,and a routine calibration. The bootstrap calibration simultaneously calibrates the stage and determines the locations of fiducial
marks on a stage calibration plate. A second calibration
determinesthe averagescaleerror in the stage.The results
of the bootstrap (describedlater in this article) and scale
calibrationsare combined to produce a correct description
of the location of the fiducial marks on the calibrationplate.
This plate and its description are used as the twodimensional metrology standard in a simpler procedure
used for routine calibration of the staee.
Calibration Plate
The main design requirementfor the calibration platesis
geometric stability. Geometric stability during the
bootstrapcalibration procedure is the basis of that procedure. The scale calibration depends on the stability of the
plate, becausethe plate is used to transfer the NBS measurementsto the electron beam system.After the plate is
calibrated, it must also exhibit long-term geometric stability to preserve the accuracy obtained with these two
procedures.
The calibration plate, which is supported at three points
to minimize mechanical deformation, has a long thermal
time-constantwhen it is under vacuum in the system. A
thermal expansionas small as one part in ten million will
degradethe calibrations.In the absenceof a meansto control or monitor the calibration plate temperature,selection
of a substratematerial with a very low thermal expansion
coefficient is the only way to maintain plate dimensions.
The substrafematerialfor the X-Y stagecalibration plate is a
ceramicglassthat exhibits a thermal expansioncoefficient
within +0.05 ppm/'C near room temperature.
MAY1981
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The stage calibration plate is also used to determine the
pitch, roll, and height variations in the stage, so it must be
very flat. Its working surface is polished to the quality of a
good optical flat. Maintaining this flatness in spite of gravitational sag and the stresses introduced by the mechanism
that holds the plate to the stage requires that the plate be as
thick (typically 6.35 mm) as the machine will accommodate. In some circumstances special holders are used to
allow sufficient thickness.
A pattern of gold fiducial marks on a chromium
background is fabricated on the flat surface of the calibration plate using standard thin-film technology methods. A
portion of a calibration plate is shown in Fig. 1. The stage
calibration uses three sets of features in this pattern. The
coarsest lines in the pattern form the coarse-scan fiducial
marks. These marks are easily found by the fiducial-mark
finding routines (see box on page 34), even though large
uncertainties exist in the position of the marks. The arms of
the coarse patterns are interrupted at their intersection by
an octagonal beam-shape-measurementstructure (Fig. 2),
which is not used in the stage calibration. Within this octagon lie fiducial marks with S-g.m-wide arms. The X-Y stage
calibration depends upon these marks.
Midway between each of the large fiducial arms are lines
broken where they would cross other perpendicular lines.
These interrupted crossings are optical fiducial marks. The
two segments of the interrupted line serve as alignment
marks pointing to a segment of the unbroken line between
them. Some of the stage calibration plates are sent to the
NBS, where the distances between these marks are determined by semiautomatic one-dimensional measuring
machines of known scale. These same distances are measured again by the electron beam system to determine the
isotropic scale error.

BootstrapCalibrationProcedure
The essence of the bootstrap calibration procedure is to
use the same measuring machine (X-Y stage, interferometers and electron beam) to measure the same object in different orientations. When the object is moved with respect to
the stage, apparent differences in measurements are reflections of the inconsistencies in the measuring machine because the object, the stage calibration plate, is the same.
If the substrate could be placed on the stage in arbitrary
positions and orientations, this method would make it possible to calibrate the stage in every respect except scale,
which must, of course, be derived from a standard. The
stage will accommodate maximum-size square substrates
in four positions that differ by 90'rotations. As a result the'
bootstrap calibration procedure cannot detect, and hence
cannot correct, fourfold rotationally symmetric errors in
the stage. Increasing the number of different orientations of
the calibration target on the stage increases the order of
symmetry of undetected errors. Applications requiring
calibration of less than the full square area of the stage can
use the same bootstrap software system with translations
and/or more rotations.
The calibration target bears a square matrix of 25 rows of
25 replications each of the fiducial mark pattern. The 625
patterns are measured automatically using the beam and
the fiducial mark system. Using the stage, each mark is
moved beneath the beam axis and the octopole is used to

locate the mark relative to its expected position under the
axis. The stage position and beam deflection at which each
mark is found are recorded. The calibration plate is removed from the machine, rotated, reinserted, and the apparent positions of the fiducial marks recorded. This procedure is repeated for all four 90" rotations.
Computer programs are used to accept the data from these
views and determine not only the positions of all of the
marks on the calibration plate, but also calibration functions for the stage. In the example above, this involves the
determination of 1250 fiducial mark coordinates and 50
stage calibration function parameters' The calibration can
be viewed as a minimization of the apparent calibration
error as a function of these variables. The quantity
minimized is the sum of the squares of the distances between the apparent and model-predicted locations of the
fiducial marks, in all of the orientations.
The details of the algorithm are beyond the scope of this
article, but the results of the calculation are straightforward
and the important point is that, while the results of the
calculation are identical to those acquired by the minimization of squared-distance error, the calculation is direct
rather than iterative, and can analyze the bootstrap stage
calibration measurements in less time than it takes to collect the data.

RoutineStageCalibrations
In contrastto the bootstrapprocedure,which requires
rotating the calibration plate on the stage, the routine calibration is readily integrated into the processing stream by
substituting a previously calibrated calibration plate for a
substrate to be written. The routine calibration can restore
more effectively the metrology of the stage than the
bootstrap procedure can determine it absolutely, because
the routine calibration, which is based on the calibration
plate as a standard, has no undetected error components
such as the fourfold rotationally symmetric error component of the bootstrap procedure.
The stage rotates slightly as it moves along the ways, and
this stage yaw is a nonrepeatable function of the stage
position. The yaw angle must be determined each time the
stage is moved so that the octopole and quadrupole deflection can be rotated to match the stage. This yaw angle, the
angle between the octopole coordinate system and the stage
coordinate system, is also measured and corrected in the
octopole calibration. The stage calibration includes components of the general system calibration that are dependent on stage coordinates. If the stage-dependent component of the yaw angle is represented as a polynomial in
stage coordinates, then the constant term belongs in the
octopole calibration because it does not depend on stage
coordinates. In other words, the average yaw angle is part of
the octopole calibration, and the stage-dependent yaw variations are part ofthe stage calibration. Suppressing the constant term in the stage yaw calibration has the desirable
consequenceof making the yaw angle reported by the stage
driver independent of the particular octopole calibration at
the time the stage is calibrated.
When the two translational degrees of freedom of the
stage are calibrated relative to the beam axis, the angle ofthe
stage relative to the octopole can be measured directly by
moving the stage to a number of positions in the octopole

Software for Octopole
Calibration
The calibrationof the octopole(includingdeflectron,astigmatismcorrection,and focus correctionvia the dynamicfocus
by a programthat is parametercoil),is performedautomatically
driven.This allowsflexibilityin specifyingto the programsuch
initialtargetlocatargetconstruction,
data as targetdimensions,
criteria(scanlengths'
tionand varioussearchand measurement
for the malorterms(A,o'
etc.).lt is assumedthatapproximations
versionof
functionexist A primitive
Aor,B,o,86,)ofthe deflection
the programcomputesthese.
The program reads from mass storage the standard run
parameters
and allowstheoperatorto makeanychangesdynamically.Using the stage,the programthen moves a calibration
targetto the beamaxis.The fiducialscan programis invokedto
of the actualoffself romthe
locatethetarget,and aftercalculation
beam axis, the target is relocatedby a stage move
Theprogramthenrepeatsthefollowingsequenceof operations
for each coordinatepointwithinthe fieldof view.
1. Usingthe stage,movethe targetto the newcoordinatepoint
2. Usingthefiducialscanprogram,locatethetargetatthatpoint.
theoctopolevoltagesfor
Thefiducialscanprogramcalculates
the search patternand applies any known correctionsfor
and focus errors.
astigmatism
3. Measurethe beamspot diametersat the coordinatepointby
scanningthe beam over the target.lf the ma1oraxis oJ the
a throughjocalseries
ellipseis greaterthana giventolerance,
to correctthe beam spot size.The
is performediteratively
seriesis a sequenceof beam spot measurethrough-focal
ments taken at varioussettingsof the dynamic focus coil
distributedaboutthe presumedfocal pointof the beam.The
to be
resultsof the seriesare usedto computethe correctlons
appliedto the stigmator(V",Vo)and to the dynamicfocuscoil
(Vt).Thef iducialscanprogramis usedto locatethe targetwith
the correctedbeam.
correction
4. Thevaluesusedfor deflection(V,,Vy),astigmatism
(V",Vo),and focus(Vt)are recordedin massstoragewiththe
pointcoordinates.
the filecontainof the samplemeasurements,
Uponcompletion
ing the storedvaluesis read by the programand functionsare
and focus data values The
fittedto the deflection,astigmatism,
new functioncoefficientsare then used to update the system
and results
data.A summaryof therunincludinginputparameters
is produced.

field of view and computing the average angle between
their apparent coordinates in the octopole field and their
known stage coordinates. This angle measurement is repeated with each of the fiducial marks in the field, and a
smooth angle function fitted to the stage coordinate data.
This function (Pu(x, y)) is a polynomial similar to P*(x, y)
and Pu(x, y).
Thi! simple procedure is complicated by the fact that the
stage yaws during the calibration. The solution is to rotate
the calibration data to a standard apparent yaw angle.
and then, when the yaw angle is reported, to add to the
smooth angle function a correction Au derived from the
deviation of the X' laser from its expected value. The two X
interferometers normally differ from each other by <1 pcm,
so a satisfactory approximation is that the X and X' lasers
r v A y1 9 8 1H E \ / L E T T - p A C K A R o . t c u2R9t e r

are identical. This yaw reference condition will not be free
from yaw, but the yaw calibration will correct for any yaw
present in this standard approximation. In a manner similar
to that for x1 and yt above, the apparent yaw angle da : 3t P"[*t, yt).
The angle calibration data is collected using the same
calibration plate in only one orientation. For each fiducial
mark on the target, the stage is moved to a number of
different positions in the periphery of the octopole field of
view. Let d,.,.,o
be the deflection vector for the mth fiducial
mark in the pth position. Let DO be the mean vector over
fiducial marks of vectors d,,',,o.An estimate A. of the yaw
angle of the stage at mark m relative to the mean yaw angle
over the marks is given by

) [ 1 a , o - o o ) x ( d . pI)
,'m

?

[d'0. d.o]

t1)

If A.u is the apparent yaw angle derived from the X and X,
interferometers at mark m, Iet Aa- : &--A-u. Then, fitting
a polynomial P" (x, y) to the Aa- as a function of the stage
coordinates x and y of point m, one obtains at : aa + pu (x, y).
In summary, when the stagereports its position, it has an
X value that is the sum of the value from the X interferometer and the X-calibration function. The stage reports a y
value equal to the sum of the Y interferometer value and the
Y-calibration function evaluated at its current position. The
angle is computed as the sum of the stage yaw calibration
function and the current apparent stage yaw as computed
from the difference between the X and X' laser interferometers,
Octopole Calibration
The octopole deflector deflects the electron beam within
a field that may be as large as 5 mm square.Within this area,
the placement of the beam must be within 0.07 g,m of its
required position, and its diameter must be maintained at
0.5 g,m or less. Calibration of the octopole is necessary to
fulfill these requirements.
To a close approximation, octopole deflection is a Iinear
function of applied voltage, and the maximum error due to
nonlinearities is about 2 ptm over a s-mm-square field of
view. However, this level of accuracy is not sufficient to
meet the electron beam system specifications, and therefore
the nonlinearities must be characterized so that they can be
compensated during exposure. This characterization is
done during the octopole calibration procedure.
Without octopole calibration, not only would beam misplacement occur, but also the beam diameter would vary
over the field of view. Typically it can increasefrom 0.5 pm
at the center of a 5-mm-square field to 1.b pm at the edges.
The other purpose of calibration is to characterize the electron optical aberrations that cause this increase in diameter
so that they too can be compensated during exposure.
The octopole has four entry ports. Two of these, V* and
V' are deflection voltages;their major effect is to deflect the
electron beam to a position (x,y) in the writing plane. However, another significant effect of V* and Vu is the introduction of aberrations, thereby enlarging the electron beam
diameter.
The remaining two octopole entry ports are the stigmapACKARD
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Table I
Octopole Plate Voltage Components
Plate
Total Applied Voltage
1
Vr+aVu+Vu
2
aYr+ V,
+ Vo
-aV- + V., - V^
3
^y
- Vr+avy
- vb
4
5
V"-aV,.+V^
6
aV,Vu
+ V.
7
a V' ,v - V . - V ^
B

Vr-aVu

-

vb

tion voltages Vu and V6. Their major effect is to alter the
beam shape, thus providing a means of compensating for
the aberrations introduced by V* and Vu. The side effect
caused by Vu and V6 is a small change in beam position.
Table I shows how the voltages V", Vu, Vu and V6 are
distributed among the octopole plates. The deflection voltages V* and Vu are applied antisymmetrically, producing a
highly uniform deflection field when a - rt
1. The
stigmation voltages Vu and V6, on the other hand, are
applied to the plates symmetrically, thus producing a
highly nonuniform field that can correct for astigmatism. For a 5-mm-square deflection field, the maximum
required deflection voltage is about B0V and maximum
required stigmation voltage is about 1V.
The dynamic focus coil is controlled by the voltage V1.Its
major effect is to alter the beam shape, and its side effect is to
cause small changes in the beam position.
The octopole calibration derives a transfer function for
the octopole. Then, given the required deflection coordinates (x,y) of the electron beam, and the constraint that the
beam diameter maintain its undeflected value at any point
within the deflection field, it is possible to compute the
required values of V*, Vu, V", Vu and V1. There are good
physical reasons for assuming the following forms for the
calibration functions :

I

---outer

cross

Inner Cross

Fig.2, lndividualpatternon calibrationplate. Theouter cross
is used for coarsebeam posittonmeasurementsand the small
inner crossls used lor X-Ystage calibrattonand for frne beam
positionmeasurements.The octagonalarrangementls used
for measuringthe beam shape.

Va - aoo + alox f aory )- a2sx2 + a11xy * aozyz

(Za)

+b2sx2 f b11xytbory'

(2b)

Vu:boo+brox+borY

Vt : foo * fr6x * fsly + f26x2 + fr1x1, * fozyz
V*:A66xlAory

+A26x2 *A11xy tLozyz

+ A36x3 + A262y + Apxy2
Vr-B1sx*Bory

(2c)

+826x2 *B1ixy

tzol

* Aosy3
tBozyz

+ B3ex3 + B21x2y + B.2xy * Boey3

(,

a\

Thus the output of the calibration procedure consists of
values for the a;1, b;1, f;1, A;t and B;t coefficients that allow
the electron beam to be deflected accurately and without
enlargement within the 5-mm-square deflection field.
In the calibration procedure, a test target on the calibration plate is moved to a series of known locations in the
writing plane, using the X-Y stage. At each location, the
corresponding values of V*, Vy V", V6 and V1 are measured
and stored. The calibration coefficients are then evaluated
by forming a least-square-error fit to the empirical data.
Fig. 2 is a drawing of the test target. The target material is
silicon, onto which a 1O0-nm-thick layer of gold has been
evaporated and patterned to form two concentric crosses.
The resulting video signal when the target is scanned by the
electron beam is largely due to the difference between the
backscattered electron coefficients of silicon and gold.
The target may be used to measure the values of V* and V,

corresponding to a given X, Y position by scanning the
elechon beam around the perimeter of a square that intersects the four arms of either the outer cross (for a coarse
measurement of beam position) or the inner cross (for a fine
measurement). In general, the test target is found by a twostage process consisting of a coarse search followed by a
fine search. The search routine makes extensive use of fiducial search programs developed by Hsu (see page 34 of
tnrs rssuel.
The test target is also used to measure beam shapes. To a
close approximation, the beam cross-section is elliptical
and may be quantified by its major diameter a, minor diameter b and orientation angle ,p between the major diameter
and the x-axis of the stage.To measure its shape,the beam is
scanned radially over the eight silicon-gold edges at the
interior of the large cross. The beam diameter in each orientation is deduced from the maximum gradient of the video
signal as the beam traverses the silicon-gold boundary. By
symmetry, it is to be expected that the diameters measured
on opposite edges are equal. The eight measurements may
therefore be reduced to four by averaging opposite pairs:
these four correspond to 0o,45o,90'and L35oscans and are
denoted by d1, d2, d3 and da. It may be shown that a, b and g
are then given by:

;): t

612 + 1,$4gz

P : y2 tan-1 (c/B)

l"

(3a)
(3b)

where A : dr2 + dz2 + d32 + d42
B:d12-d32
C -- dtz - 6nz

Circula. Aperture

Elliptical Spot

Elliptical Spol

\*,,,,nn

r,"n"

Fig.3. The initially circular electron beam rs distorted to an
ellipticalcross-sectlonby astigmatismand defocusing.The
magnitude of these elfects ls measured by adiusting the
dynamicfocus coil voltage,which shiftsthe appropilateportion of the beam envelopeup or down the beam axis to the
measurement targetplane.

Fig. 3 shows the envelope of an electron beam under the
influence of astigmatism and defocusing. The electrons are
focused to two vertically separated, perpendicular line foci,
and the cross section of the beam is, in general, elliptical
(the exceptions to the elliptical shape are at the two line foci
and at the circular disc which lies halfway between them).
The magnitude of the defocus aberration is quantified by
the height of the circular disc above the writing plane. The
astigmatism is quantified by a magnitude and an angle: the
magnitude is the separation between the upper and lower
line foci, and the angle is the orientation angle of the upper
line focus.
These quantities are measured by building up a threedimensional picture of the beam envelope from a series of
cross-sections parallel to the writing plane, and at different
heights above and below it. Each cross-section is measured
by energizing the dynamic focus coil appropriately (this
shifts the beam envelope along its axis) and simultaneously
scanning over the target to make beam diameter measurements. Typically, the through-focal series consists of 11
such rneasurements which may be processed to determine
the magnitudes of the defocus and astigmatism aberrations, and hence the required values of V", V6 and Vg.
To calibrate the octopole deflector, a number of points
(typically 25) distributed within the octopole field of view
are sampled. The test target is moved to each point in turn.
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Fig.4. Simplitiedschematic of the four quadrupole deflection
plates and their drive circuitry,

At eachpoint, a through-focalseriesof beam diametermeasurementsis made, and the results are used to derive the
required values of V", V6 and V1.These defocusand astigmatism correctionvoltagesare then applied, and the values
of V* and V, neededto center the beam over the test target
are measured.
The result of the sampling procedureis a set of 25 values
ofx and y, and 25 correspondingvaluesofV", V6,Vi, V* and
Vr. The data is fitted to functions of the form of equations
(2), and optimum values of the calibration coefficientsare
derived.The softwareused to perform this calibration procedureis describedin the box on page 29.
QuadrupoleGalibration
The quadrupoledeflectsthe electronbeamin a rasterover
a 64-g,msquarefield. Becausethe quadrupolefield of view
is small, the correspondingelectron optical aberrationsare
negligible, so three simplifying assumptionsmay be made:
r The behavior of the quadrupole is independent of the
octopole deflection
r Quadrupoledeflection causesno growth in beam diameter. and
r The relationship between applied voltage and quadrupole deflectionis linear.
Fig. 4 is a simplified view of the quadrupoleand its drive
circuitry. The quadrupole consists of four plates, Iabeled
P+, P-, Q+ and Q-. PlatesP+ and P- areconnectedto the
symmetrical outputs of one driver amplifier Ao and the Q
plates are driven in a similar way by the other driver
amplifier An. The driver amplifiers have input voltagesVo
and Vo.
During exposure, the electron beam is scanned over a
64-pm-squareareafollowing the rasterpattern indicated in
Fig. 4. Vo and Vo are generateddigitally in such a way that
eachrasterline consistsof 128 points. The 128-lineraster
thereforeconsistsof (128)2: 16384 separatepoints. By
usingthe beamblanker,the electronbeammay be switched
on or off at any of these points.
The frame-scanand line-scan times of the quadrupole
rasterdepend on the clock frequency in use during a given
exposure.This, in turn dependson the beamcurrent,beam
3 2 t e w r e r r - p n c K A RJDo u R N AM
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Fig,5. lt the quadrupoleis calibrated,four points,one in each
cornerof the rastetscan,will definea square centeredabout
the optic axls as shown in (a). However, if the quadrupole is
uncalibrated, the same four points will define a parallelogram
whose center is olfset from the optic axis as shown in (b).
diameter, and resist sensitivity, and in general varies from
exposure to exposure.
Because of the simplifying assumptions, the transfer
function connecting the input voltages Vo and Vo and the
resulting beam position (x,y) is linear:

Vp:Prox*Pory+AVp
Vn:Qrox+QorY+AVq

[4a)
(4b)

The quadrupole calibration procedure determines the
parameters Pro, Por, Qto, Qor, AVo and AVo. Because of the
high-speed circuitry involved, tliese parameters are functions of clock frequency, a fact that has two consequences.
The first is that the calibration may have to be repeated as
often as once per substrate, since different substrates will in
general require different dosages.The second consequence
is that the calibration must be performed while the quadrupole is deflecting the beam in a raster at the same frequency as that used for substrate exposure.
It has already been mentioned that the electron beam may
be switched on or off by the beam blanker at any of the
16,384 points within a 64-pm-square block. To calibrate the
quadrupole, all but four of the points within a block are
switched off. Fig. 5a shows the four points that are on,
shaded and labeled as P1, P2, P. and Pn. If there is no
octopole deflection, these four points will be arranged
around the optic axis. If the quadrupole is exactly calibrated, they form a square with 64-ptm sides centered about
the optic axis. If, however, the quadrupole is uncalibrated
so that the values of Pro, Por, Qro, Qot, AVo and AVo are not
known accurately, the four points form a'displaced paralIelogram whose center is offset from the optic axis as illustrated in exaggerated form in Fig. 5b.

A'

t

Fig. 6. When the beam is deflected from P, in Fig. 5 to a
positionnear the optic axis (center of the fiducial mark), the
error (Lx, Ly) between ils actual posittonP1" and the optic
axiscan be measuredby scanningthe beam acrossthe mark
along A-A' and B-B'.
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To calibratethe quadrupole,it is run with the test target
centered about the optic axis and at the required clock
frequency in the way describedabove.If the quadrupole is
correctly calibrated,point P1 (Fig. 5a)can be brought to the
optic axisby shiftingthe scannedrastera distance (32-lzd)
pm in the X direction and (32-yzd) pm in the Y direction,
using the octopoledeflector(d is the nominal spot diameter
in pr.m).With an uncalibrated quadrupole, however, shifting the scan in this way would bring point Pt' (Fig. 5b),
not to the optic axis,but to a point P1"as shown in Fig. 6.
The coordinatesof P1" may be measuredby scanning the
rasterin the directionsA-A'and B-B'with the octopole,and
using the fiducial-mark locating routines to evaluateAx and
Ay. In this way the unshifted coordinatesof P1'may be
measured.
In a similar manner,the coordinatesof P2', P3' and Pa'
may be measured.The measured coordinatesof these
points, togetherwith the correspondingvaluesof Vo and Vo
may be fitted to equations4a and 4b to give the valuesof the
parametersPro,Por, Qro, Qor, AVo and AVn.
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Digital Adaptive Matched Filter
for Fiducial Mark Registration
by Tsen-gongJim Hsu
Fast,accurate detectionof fiducial marks on substratesis
necessary
to attainhighlevelsof throughput,patternregistration,
and equipmentcalibrationin an electronbeam lithographysystem.Thisis generallydoneby processingan electronicwaveform
y(x)derivedfromthe detectionof the electronsbackscattered
by
the fiducialmarkand itssubstrate(Fig.1)as the electronbeamis
scannedacrossthe regionwherethe fiducialmarkis estimatedto
be. By correlatingthe occurrenceof the signalcaused by the
markwiththe deflection
voltagesrequiredto positionthe electron
beam at the locationwhere the signalis detected,the pattern
coordinatescan be establishedaccurately.
Discerningthe portionof the waveformcausedby the fiducial
mark is oftendifficultbecauseconsiderablelevelsof noiseare
alsopresent,the markmaybe coveredby a layerof resist,and the
contrastbetweenthe markand itssurroundings
may be low.This
difficultyis overcomeby recognizingthat the desired slgnal
shouldbe an odd or even functionwith a centerof symmetry
corresponding
to the locationof each arm of the fiducialmark.
Also, becausethe substrateis mechanicallyregisteredon the
system'sX-Ystage,the approximatelocationof the fiducialmark
is alreadyknown.This reducesthe searcharea and hencethe
time requiredfor detection.
J--

Electron Beam

I

rwt2

z ( x ): I
J

y ( x - x ' ) y ( x + xd' )x '

(1)

when the system has an impulseresponseof y(x+x,) at x for
-wl2<x'<w12.
By multiplying
the signaland noisecomponentsin equation(1),
the averageoutputof the detectorcan be obtainedas the sumof
the averagesof four productterms.Becauseof the natureof n(x),
atcan be shownthatthe averageof the noiseproducttermis zero.
Also,the averagesof the signal-noise
producttermswill cancel
each other, leaving only the average of the signal product:
f(x+x')f(x-x').
To analyzethe natureof the averageof the signalproductterm,
definea functiong(x';x): f(x+x') withinthe intervalw centeredat
x and equalto zeroelsewhere.
Separateg (x,;x)intoitsevenand
odd parts.The even componenlg"(x';x) has mirrorsymmetry
aboutx and the odd componentgo(x';x)has rotational
symmetry
about x. Fig.3 shows examplesof g(x';x) separatedinto their
respectiveeven and odd partsfor variousvaluesof x. Notethat
the even and odd parts are orthogonalover the intervalfrom
x-wl2 Io x+W2 and that
f ( x + x ' ; : g ( x ' ; x ): g " ( x ' ; x ) + g o ( x ' ; x )
f(x-x') : S(-x';x): g"(x';x)-go(x';x)

(2)
(3)

for -wl2<x'<w12.

laY

Thus,by multiplyingequations(2) and (3) and remembering
thatthe averagevalueof the productof two orthogonalfunctions
iszero,theoutputof the systemis equalto thedifferencebetween
the energiesof the even and odd components.That is
Detector

Z(x) : E"(x)- Eo(x)

Fig. 1. Ihe signal for detecting the fiducial mark is generated
by scanning the electronbeam through the vicinity of the mark
and detecting the number of electronsbackscattered from the
mark and lfs subsfrate.
Signal Detection
Thus,the problemis to detecta partiallyknownsignalin the
presenceof additivenoise.The signalf(x)is consideredto be an
evenor odd functionwitha centerof symmetrylocatedat x : xc
and to havea valueof zerolor valuesof x outsidethe rangefrom
x.-wl2 to xc+W2. Herex" is the centerline
coordinateof the arm
of thef iducialmarkandw isthewidthof thesearcharea Thenoise
n(x) is estimatedto be stationarywhite noise.Therefore,the
waveformV(x)-- f1x;' n1x;
Adaptivematchedfilterscan be usedto detectthe evenor odd
signalsembeddedin noise.lf y(x) is appliedto a space-variant
linearsystemwhoseblock diagramis shownin Fig.2, it can be
shown that the output of the system is

(4)

Sincethe averageevenand odd componentenergiesare both
positivefor all valuesof x, it followsfrom equation(4) that the
expectedvaluefor the outputat the pointof symmetry,x : x" is
equalto E"(x")if the signalis an even function,and is equalto
-Eo("") if the signalis an odd function.
Also,the energydetectedfor x : x" is greaterthanthe energy
detectedfor any othervalueof x. Therefore,
it followsthat,when
x : x", the outputof the detectoris a maximumif the signalis
an even functionor a minimumif it is an odd function.
It alsocan be shownthatthe signal-to-noise
ratioat the location
with maximumiz(x)| is Tzr,Grt\ where E. and No are the total
energyof the signalf(x) and powerspectraldensityof the stationary white noisen(x),respectively.
One advantageof the adaptivematchedfilteris that having
completeinformation
aboutthesignalis notnecessary
to detectit.
That is, one doesn'tneed to know the exact waveformof the
signal,just its approximatelengthand that it is an even or ood

F,9.2. Matchedfilterblock diagramfor detectingsignatsthat
are even or odd functions.
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of the output,the following
To havea normalizedmeasurement
modifieddetectorwas introducedwhereEIi] is the energyand
n1yIi]) istnemeanvalueof yli] fori- K/2<j<i+ K/2,respectively

lll
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s ( x ' ; x 3 ) w n e rEe[ i ]:
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so(x';x3)
s.(x';x3)

F-w--l

Fig.3. Examplesof a functiondetected over an intervalw,
centeredat a value x^ and separatedinto its even and odd
components.
Thismakesan adaptivematchedfiltervery
functionis sufficient.
attractivefor findingfiducialmarks in an electronbeam lithographysystem.As theelectronbeamscansacrossa lineor an arm'
the waveformsof the detected backscatteredelectron signals
alwaysvary becauseof varyingresistthicknessand contrast
betweenthe marks and the substrate However,the slgnals remaineitherevenor odd functions,and sinceonlythe centersof
the fiducial mark arms need to be determined,an adaptive
matchedfilteris obviouslya good techniqueto detectthem
Anotheriavorablepropertyof the adaptivematchedfilteris its
processingspeed.Sincethe integrandf(x-x') f(x+x') is alsoan
over
evenfunction,one can takeadvantageof this by integrattng
further
increases
This
result,
the
doubling
and
interval
one halfthe
the processingsPeed.

Digital Approach
Becausedigital systemsare more easily implementedand
controlled,a discreteversionof the above analysiswas done
Briefly,equation(1) can be realizedby applyingdiscreteinput
samplesy[i] to a digitalfilterwhose impulseresponseat i is
y[i+;] tor -Klz<j<Kl2 whereK is the wrndowof the filter(dtgital
of w). The responsesarethensummedand averaged
equiv-alent
and the resultingoutputls

5 u [ , * i ] ' a n o n l y [ i t] r1x=j : i

i=-Kt2

(6)
u[,*,]

Kt2

wheni : i", rIi] is maximumforan evenfunctionsignal
Therefore,
and minimumfor an odd functionsignal.Also,becausethe absolutevalueof rIi] shouldbe lessthanor equalto onefor all i, it can
be used as a good measureof outputreliability.
This approach has considerableflexibilitybecausevarious
parameters,such as K, can be variedto adapt to differentsituations.Forexample,if the initialestimateof the fiducialmarklocathe searchcan be easilybroadenedby increastionis inaccurate,
ot
ing K.Then,whenthemarkisfound,a moreaccurateestimation
its locationcan be made and the value of K can be decreased
Results
Two sets of real data are shown in Fig. 4. There is an even
functionsignal and an odd functionsignal embedded in the
The correspondwaveformsof Fig.4a and Fig.4b, respectively.
ing outputsol the adaptivedigitalfiltersystemare shownbelow
eachinputwaveform.lt is clearthatthe maximumoutputof Fig.4a
and the minimumoutputof Fig 4b indicatethe centersof the
respectiveeven and odd signals.
Fig. 5 showsthree sets of real data containingodd-function
signalsas a functionof increasingresistthicknessoverthe flducial mark.Despitethe increasedthickness,the minimumof the
outputstillindicatesthe centerof the mark.

(a)

vI i ]

Odd Function

(b)

'"'-vr-

Fig, 4. Detection of actual even
(a) and odd (b) function signals
embedded in random noise. The
corresponding detector output
zlt) in 1a|is maximum at the center of the function and in (b) is at
a minimum.
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Fig.S, Detection of an actual odd
function signal as the thickness of
lhe resist layer over the fiducial
mark is increased from a thin
layer (a) to a thick layer (c).
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